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A FIRST-CLASS ADVERTISING MEDIUM IN THE MIDDLE SECTION OF MONTGOMERY COUNTY.
m wmen tiffi aeroffauntanas. The an
chor and guide ropes as well as the
basket are fastened to this concentrat
SHAVING PARLOR,
ing ring.
Practising Physician,
All modern balloons, besides the
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
TRAPFE, Pa. Office a t his residence, nearly
opposite Masonic Hall.
|3F~ Second Door Above Railroad. valve, have a rip cord fastened to a
long patch sewed In the envelope, by
Finest grades of CIGARS and TOBACCO means of which the balloon can be cut
always on band.
Y. WEBER, M. D.,
In two and brought to earth instantly.
This is never used except in case of ex
treme emergency and where the basket
t je n r y bow er,
Practising Physician,
is within ten- or fifteen feet of the
EVANSBURG, Fa. Office Honrs : Until 9
ground.—Dr. J. P. Thomas in Applea. m.; 7 to» p. m. Keystone’Phone No. 17.
Veterinary Surgeon,
ton’s.
W. SCHECREN’S

W. ROYER, M. D.

COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

-p i A. KRUSEN, M. D.,

POINTED

Bell ’Phone 28 X.

Homeopathic Physician,

PARAGRAPHS.

We all need things we can plug along
without.
If you are right, don’t let a clever
Contractor and Builder, man persuade you out of it.
The thoughts you can’t express with
TRAPPE, PA
Prompt and accurate in building construction. out profanity are not very important.
HORNING, M. D.
Estimates cheerfully furnished.
5*23
Apologies are like family skeletons.
They should not be taken out before
Practising Physician,
company.
HAVE YOU
COLLEGEVILLE, Pa.
Telephone In office.
H alf our bad temper comes through
Office Hours until 9 a. m.
inability to see the justice of the
H E A D A C H E - our
other side.
Letters Blur?
j
H. HAMER, M. I».,
When you think you have done your
PHILLIPS’ GLASSES WILL STOP IT. best the chances are that you have on
ly started.
Homeopathic Physician.
Good Glasses at Little Prices.
This would be a more comfortable
COLLEGEVILLE, PA. Office Hours: Until 310 High Street, Pottstown, Pa.
10 a. m., from 6 to 9 p. m. Special attention
world if people would listen to reason
given to ear, nose and throat diseases. 23am
as readily as to gossip.
N. BARNDT,
Some people have an absurd notion
XJARVEY Ia. SHOMO,
that unless they are always gabbing
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
C ONTRACTOR F O R A LU K IN D S O F
they will be considered dull.—Atchison
Attorney-at-Law,
Globe.

COLLEGEVILLE, Pa. Office Honrs : Until 9 j g
a. m ; « to 8 p. m. Keystone 'phone, No. 6;
Bell, SOx. Other office hours by appointment.
All kinds of K-Bay Work and electrical treat
ment for cancerous, skin, and nervous diseases.

S. POLEY,

S .B

M,

SM SWEDE STREET, NOBBISTOWN. FA.
■RESIDENCE—BO YEBSFOBD.
Both’Phones.

Brick and Stone Masonry,

CEMENTING, CONCRETING, ETC Esti
mates cheerfully furnished and good work guar
anteed. Jag“ SPECIAL ATTENTION TO
JOBBING.

XJERBERT U. MOORE,

Attorney-at-Law,
ALBERTSON TRUST CO. BUILDING,
806 Swede St.. Norristown, Pa
Bell and Keystone ’Phones.
6-16.

M

AYNE R. LONGSTRETH,

Attorney-at- Law,

And Notary Public. ::: No. 714 Croier Build
ing, 1440 Chestnut St., Phil»., Pa.
Long Distance Telephone. House No. 6*48.
Also member of the Montgomery County Bar.

JOSEPH S. KRATZ,

Attorney-at- Law,

L EVANS,

Attorney-at- Law,

32S SWEDE STREET, NORRISTOWN, PA
At residence, Limerick, every evening.
Bell ’Phone 92. Keystone ’Phone, 27.

IJ1HOMAS HALLMAN,

Attorney-at- Law,
823 SWEDE STREET, NORRISTOWN, PA.
Will be a t his branch office in Odd Fellows
Building, C o u l b o b v i l l b , P a., every evening
Horn 7 to 10; Saturday afternoons froml to 6,
1-26.

JOHN 8. HUNNICKER,

Justice of the Peace,
RAHN STATION, PA. Conveyancer and
General Business Agent. Clerking of sales at
tended to. Charges reasonable.

^ R T H B R G. ASH,

Justice of the Peace,
Real Estate and General Business Agent,

TRAPP E, PA. Ail kinds of real estate sold
on commission. Real estate purchased. Money
loaned.

R. FRANK BRANDRETH,

D

(Successor to Dr. Chas, Ryckman.)

DENTIST,
ROYERSFORD, PA. Practical Dentistry at
honest prices.

K. 8. I>. CORNISH,

D

DENTIST,

COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
First-class Workmanship Guaranteed; Gas
administered.
Prices Reasonable.
Keystone ’Phone No. 31 Bell ’Phone, 27Y.

T

“in v is ib l e ”
BIFOCAL LENS.

h e kryptok

Nothing has stirred the optical world like the
advent of Kryptok “Invisible” Bifocals. They
are made without cement. They are perfect.
There are no other bifocal lenses like them.

A* B. PARKER, Optician,
210- DbKALB STREET,

p

NORRISTOWN.

8. KOOKS,
SCHWENKSVILLE, PA.,

Slater and Roofer,

And dealer in Slate, Slate Flagging, Grey
Stone, etc. Estimates furnished. Work con
tracted at lowest prices.
lloct

E

IDZ
R
,. D A V I S ,

Eye Specialist and Physician,
240 HIGH NT.,
POTTSTOWN.
<

SEC O N D FL O O R .

nHARLEH N. BARNDT,

ARCHITECT,

What Chance Had He?
A physician tells of two young
friends in his city who entered simul
Flans and specifications carefully prepared. taneously upon their respective careers
Patronage solloited.
2-7.
of physician and lawyer. Late one
afternoon the newly made medico
dashed into the room of his legal
T J S. G. FINK BIN ER,
friend, exclaiming:
“Great luck, old man! Congratulate
Real Estate and Insurance, me!
Got a patient at last! On my
way to see him now!”
LOANS and INVESTMENTS, NOTARY
Whereupon the legal light to be clap
PUBLIC. ROYERSFORD, PA.
ped his friend on the back saying, “De
lighted, old chap!” .Then, after a slight
puase, he added, with a sly grin:
MAKING A BALLOON.
“Say, let me go with you. Perhaps
Precautions Taken to Keep the Gat he hasn’t made his will.”
Bag From Destruction.
It may interest the reader to hear
A Scientist.
something about the construction of a
“Father,” said the small boy, “what
big modern balloon and its equipments. Is a scientist?”
“A scientist, my son, is a man who
I t is made of what is known as bal
loon cloth, which sometimes is of silk calls ordinary things by such long
and Is sewed in small sections of about names th at you can’t recognize them.”
a yard square, so that If one of tl\e sec —Washington Star.
tions should burst the whole balloon
would not collapse and destroy the
Thorns and Roses.
aeronaut.
How true it Is that there Is no rose
At the top of the bag Is the valve to •without a thorn. Even the rocking
let the gas out when one wishes to de chair Is not an unmixed blessing, as
scend. A rope for opening It runs from anybody who has run his ankle against
this valve through the center of the one of its rockers is amply able to tes
balloon to the operator In the basket tify.
The balloon Is filled through the neck,
and this is left always open, so that
AX IN TREASON TRIALS.
when the gas expands from the heat of
the sun or the lesser pressure of high Sharp Edge Turned Toward Prisoner
When Sentence Is Pronounced.
altitudes the gas may escape and not
burst the envelope.
Every one is aware of the dreadfully
As soon as the balloon is sewed to significant part the executioner’s ax
gether it Is blown full of air and given plays in a trial for high treason. The
three Coats of varnish. Each coat must sharp symbol of death is carried be
be allowed to dry thoroughly before fore the prisoner, with its blunt side
the next is applied, or else they would turned toward him so long as he has
never become perfectly dry, and the not been sentenced, says Macmillan’s
balloon would be likely to be destroyed Magazine, and just before sentence is
a t any minute from spontaneous com pronounced the sharp edge is turned
bustion. This spontaneous combustion his way.
is not a bursting into flame, but a kind
Evelyn, who was present a t the trial
of exceedingly quick dry rot. I myself of Lord Stafford In 1689, tells us that
have lost three balloons through It. the ax was turned edgeways to the un
Once in my factory we were looking at fortunate nobleman so soon as It was
a beauty when some one sniffed the ascertained that the voting of the
air and remarked, “Thomas’ balloon is peers went against him, an effective
gone.” And so It proved to be. Five but ghastly piece of stage management
minutes saw it destroyed—rotten so which must have had a sickening fas
th at you could poke your finger through cination for the unhappy and probably
It
Innocent man. In those days, now
Sometimes the balloon Is so affected happily gone by, no one seems to have
In only a few sections, and a man may reflected on the unnecessary cruelty of
make an ascension thinking his, bal harrowing the feelings of men about to
loon is all right. Protected by the fine die by such shocking judicial byplay.
netting which envelops the balloon it
Not every prisoner treated this pure
self, he may even get np to some height ly symbolic but otherwise superfluous
before discovering his danger. In for and unpleasant ceremony as contemp
mer times there were many fatal acci tuously as did Lord Balmerlno. When
dents from this cause.
the three coaches conveyed the Lords
When a balloon Is packed, talcum or Kilmarnock, Balmerlno and Cromartie
some other powder is sprinkled over from the Tower to be sentenced at
the folds to keep them from adhering Westminster on July 28, 1746, a diffi
to each other. If this is neglected the culty arose. It was not laid down by
balloon will be ruined, especially in hot prescription or use in which coach, if
weather.
there were more than one, the fatal ax
As I said, a fine netting covers the had to be carried. “Oh, put the ---balloon proper both to strengthen It thing in here,” cried brave old Baland to carry the weight of the basket merino. “I don’t care.”
and Its contents. All the strands of
Yet, notwithstanding his contempt
the netting come together In the “con for this horrid symbol, the undaunted
centrating, ring,” just above the basket. old man cheerfully suffered death for
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

1009 COMMONWEALTH BUILDING, 12th
and CHESTNUT STREETS,
Philadelphia.
Telephones.

o

ip iig

m

d w a r d r a t io ,

Painter and

Paper-Hanger,

COLLEGEVILLE, PA. 4 ^ Samples of paper
always on hand.

The Old Bedlam.
Bethlehem (pronounced Bedlam) Is
the London lunatic asylum. I t was
originally founded In 1247 as a priory,
but is spoken of as a hospital for lu
natics in 1472, and when the church
was despoiled it was granted to the
city of London as such an asylum. At
one time the wretched inmates were
exhibited to the public like so many
wild beasts, as Pepys notes In his dia
ry and Hogarth shows In one of his
sketches. Patients that were harmless
or half cured were given badges and
released to beg in the streets. Edgar
in “King Lear” impersonates one of
these wandering Tom-o’-Bedlams.

WASHINGTON LETTER.

wise stimulate would-be inventors
to send in their worthless and un
patentable machines and clog the
From Our Regular Correspondent.
Patent Office with applications for
Washington D. C., May 9, 1907.— patent, merely to fill the pockets of
A minor, but by no means unim snide attorneys.
portant question now concerning
The National Medical Society
the people of the country is the ap which is composed of thirteen
pointment of a new Commissioner national medical societies whose
of Patents. Mr. Allen, who has members are specialists, has been
held this position for the unusually in session this week in Washington,
long period of six years, has re and about fifteen hundred phys
signed. During his incumbency, a icians have been in attendance. Not
REM ARKABLE HORSES.
large number of patents have been only the American societies have
Some Clever Animals and a Wonderful issued—more, perhaps, than in any, been represented, but a number of
previous ten years of the existence European specialists have been
New England Nag.
In his letters to Lord Granville, pub of the Patent Office. But many of present and have read papers be
lished by the Royal Philosophical so this great number of patents are not fore the meetings. Dr. Osier, who
ciety, who was also greatly Interested of credit to invention or to the is famous on both continents and
in natural history, Smithson, the
founder of the Smithsonian institution Patent Office. It is earnestly hoped who is now a Professor at Oxford,
in America, says London Tit-Bits, re that a Commissioner may be ap is one of the distinguished prac
lates how the horse of Alexander the pointed who will have the courage titioners who delivered an address
Great, Bucephalus, would at night on to reform abuses that have existed and it contained, as usual with the
hearing a blast of the trum pet from
the ' lamented Oslerian address, something to
the soldiers on guard, showing the ap unchecked since
death
of
Benjamin
Butterwortb, catch the public attention. This
proach of the enemy, run at great
speed to his master’s tent and with his Commissioner of Patents in the time there was no suggestion that a
teeth grab the sleeping monarch and early days of McKinley’s first ad man over sixty was ready for chlo
shake him nntll he sprang into the sad ministration. The Patent Office is
roforming, but his remarks were in
dle and galloped toward the enemy.
Also th at the great Caliph Haroun- gorged with unnecessary work. emphatic approval of the vivisec
al-Raschid in the eighth century In Invention has been overstimulated tion of animals in medical and sur
marching toward the forces of Queen by the advertisements of a class of gical experiments when necessary.
Irene of Constantinople always had conscienceless patent attorneys. There have been the usual social
a number of trained Arabian horses
(direct descendants of the famous The pamphlets of these attorneys features of conventions here, and
horses owned by Ishmael 4,000 years and their advertisements in the the usual amount of time devoted to.
ago) thrown forward as scouts, which papers are calculated to persuade sight seeing. There was a recep
from time to time returned to camp everybody that it is any easy tion given by the President which
and by a peculiar whinny and neigh
thing to invent and that it is was attended by about one thou
reported the proximity of the enemy.
Again, he relates the experiences of only necessary to patent their sand physicians with a number of
the Portuguese explorer, Albuquerque, ideas and dreams in order to reap whom he was already acquainted,
who lived for many years In the six fortunes. These patent attorneys notably Dr. Osier and Dr. Weir
teenth century on the Island of St.
The
Helena, where he and the natives pretend to guarantee patents and Mitchell of Philadelphia.
taught the herds of wild horses there send to each inventor who pays President assured them of his high
not only to dig potatoes, but to husk them a small fee a paper having the regard for the profession by stating
corn, and these horses descended from appearance of, a check or a bond, that he felt himself one of them,
a herd taken there from Cappadocia saying that they guarantee the in
since he was an honorary viceIn the second century, as related by
vention to be patentable and will President of the National Society
the Greek historian, Philistorgius. •
But, to come down to the present return the money, provided, etc. for the Study and Preventien of
day, It Is related by a retired New etc. the invention - is rejected on a Tuberculosis.
England clergyman whose sands of single anticipating patent.
The
May eighteenth is the date selec
life had nearly run out th at one day on
leading his horse down through a lane provisions are such that they never ted for the departure of the first
to a brook for a drink the animal sud have to return the money and the section of the National Immigration
denly halted and, turning its head applicant for patent finds too late Committee which goes abroad for
around, grabbed up with its teeth one that he has been swindled. As a the summer ostensibly to study im
of Its hind shoes which had just drop
conditions at their
ped off, and, holding It In its mouth result of these misleading induce migration
with the nails dangling, It backed up ments of patent attorneys, thous source. Most of the Committee are
against a stone wall and clapped It on ands of unpatentable inventions are taking from two to four members of
to Its hoof and with a few violent yearly presented to the Patent their families and as there are to
kicks nailed it on again.
Office. There are now twice as be numerous Secretaries, sten
many of these applications presen ographers and a courier or two who
How Slow the Train Was.
Two men were coming Into Denver ted as were filed ten years ago, and will relieve the party of all anxiety
from a nearby town on a local train the examining force in the Patent about baggage, tickets and the em
the other day. The train stopped ev Office finds it a physical impossi barrassment of not knowing the
ery five minutes, it seemed, and one of
the men became Impatient. Finally bility to handle them. The new language, the pleasure of the trip is
when the train halted for the engine Commissioner, it is understood, is assured. As this is the real if not
to get up steam the man’s impatience to be selected by Mr. Garfield, the the avowed -object of all Congres
overflowed.
Secretary of the Interior.
The sional junkets, it may be gratify
"Now, what do you think of this
President
expects
him
to
select
the ing to some to know that it is to be
train?” he said to the other.
“I t isn’t making much progress," re man for this important office. He so well fulfilled. It is obvious that
plied his friend.
is aware of the conditions and has there is no need of an Immigration
“Progress! I should say not,” said the nerve to put a stop to the dis Committee junket, and that all that
the Impatient man. “I t would be a
fierce job to take a moving picture of honest practices of patent attorneys. can be known of immigration con
It is easy to secure registration in ditions is already in books which
this train.”—Denver Post.
the Patent Office as a practicing are never opened, but which have
In Doubt.
patent attorney—in fact, too easy. been written by Government ex
Some years ago Henry James review There are over five thousand regis perts who have traveled and
ed a new novel by Gertrude Atherton.
The studied at Government expense. It
After reading the review Mrs. Ather tered so-called attorneys.
pamphlets and circulars sent out by is still more apparent that if by ac
ton wrote to Mr. James as follows:
Dear Mr. James—I have read with much some of these attorneys are simply cident this delegation should {lick
pleasure your review of my novel. Will instructions to the inventor, telling up some scraps of facts about im
you kindly let me know whether you
liked It or not? Sincerely,
him bow to present his application migration conditions during theirGERTRUDE ATHERTON.
for patent. Other send out induce sightseeing abroad, these are not.
—Everybody’s Magazine.
ments that .are exciting and in fact, going to make Congress take action
most disreputable and deceptive. on immigration matters. The sub
Willing to Take the Bisk.
“Do you think a person can be both They are very much like the in ject is a delicate one, and Congressrich and happy?”
ducements for which John Wedder- bas not the slightest intention of
“I don’t know, but I’m willing to be burn was disbarred and placed on scorching its fingers by handling it.
used for experimental purposes.”—
the fraud list ten years ago. They Still “the work” offers an oppor
Cleveland Plain Dealer.
mention the hundreds of thousands tunity for some pleasant traveling
Badly Swollen.
of dollars that the Edisons, the and sightseeing for three or four
Hewitt—Large bodies move slowly. Whitneys, the Goodyears and other months which if it produces no
Jewett—I don’t see how yon can shake
inventors have made, but fail to tell good results, will probably do no
your head.—New York Press.
the inventor that while one occa greater harm than to confirm that
No man can wear one face to him sionally makes a fortune, thousands mild ridicule with which Europeans
self and another to the multitude with lose or find no profit in their inven regard our statesmen.
out finally getting bewildered as to tions. They promise to procure the
Which may be the true.—Hawthorne.
patent and to advertise it at their
A DRY NIAGARA.
.Rapidly Aged.
own» expense and to sell it, and
A
few
miles
southeastof Syracuse,
Client (to matrimonial agent)—You mention a number of fictitious sales
showed me this lady’s photo last year
New York, in a cavity whose bot
and told me she was twenty-five, but they have made, while the fact is tom is 220 feet below the surface of
after making Inquiries I find she Is they have never sold and never
over thirty. Matrimonial Agent—Well, tried to sell a single patent, and the adjacent upland, lies Jamesville
you see, her father died lately and th at could not sell a flimsy patent pro Lake, a body of water 500 feet in.
diameter and 60 feet in depth. East
aged her very much.
cured by them, if they tried. Mr.
ward from the lake extends a gorge
Garfield is being urged to.appoint
Reason to Be Grateful.
through
which flows Butternut
There Is a good side to everything. some one familiar with the work of Creek.
Professor "Moorehead, of
For instance, when you are troubled the Office and a man who has the Washington, states in former times
by a bad boy of yours you have reason
a river flowed here and that James
to be grateful that he wasn’t twins.— courage to do some house cleaning.
Under the present Commissioner ville Lake is the pool that was
Somerville Journal.
formed under a great waterfall.
there has been no effort to suppress
Whatsoever that be within us that those dishonest patent attorneys Steep cliffs rise around it on three
sides, and all the features of a dry
feels, thinks, desires and animates Is
something celestial, divine and con- who advertise to or sell, to pay Niagara are here disclosed in great
premiums for ideas, and to other detail.
seauently Imperishable.—Aristotle.

his attachment to another symbol, the
white cockade. But Lord Kilmarnock,
In the next coach, was dreadfully
frightened, as he showed himself to be,
by his thorough realization of what
the awful ax would mean to him. He
Inquired minutely into all the details
of an execution, wanted the governor
of the Tower to tell him whether his
head would roll or rebound, and when
on the scaffold he saw the executioner
dressed In white, with a white apron,
he whispered to his chaplain, “Home,
how horrible!”
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LOCAL AND COUNTY NEWS.
—The Thompson Brothers, of For tbe Independent.
near Perkiomen Bridge, are ex
MAY.
eeuting some very attractive photo ’Tis May, come let us wander forth
engravure post-cards in colors.
On country roads that dip and climb,

Yellow Perch for the Perkiomen.

Through the Perkiomen Fish Pro
tective Association Director of the
Poor J. H. McDowell, of near Green
And lead us on past farm house neat,
And blossoming orchards in their prime. Lane, received 5,000 yellow perch
Semi-Annual Dividend.
which was recently placed in the
There, see the farmer guide his team
Perkiomen.
Rock bass, perch, large
The directors of the Citizens
O’er plain and slope and near hillside;
àunfisb, catfish and pickerel are
National Bank of Pottstown last Rich furrows brown the plow upturns
also to be placed in the Perkiomen
To grow the grain, for need abides.
week declared a semi-annual divi
dend of 5 per cent, and added $5,000 Yon low bridge spans a tiny stream
-That flows twixt banks of softest green, Meeting of Collegeville High School
to the surplus fund.

Baseball.

Evansburg and Vicinity.

On Tuesday the Freshmen and
Horace Shupe and family, of
TERMS ■—91.00 PER YEAR
Sophomore classes of Ursinus con Norristown, spent Sunday with
::
1STADVANCE.
::
tested for baseball honors. The Miss Hate Shupe.
game resulted in a 10 to 3 victory
Mrs. John Casselberry spent
for the Sophs.
Thursday, May 9, ’07
Sunday with her daughter Mrs.
Warren Grater of Trappe.
CHURCH SERVICES.
C andidates W ithdrawn.
Mr. Harry Heyser and family of
Parish of St. Paul’s Memorial P. E. Church,
Montgomery Christman, of Lower Norristown and Mr. William RenOaks, Perkiomen, Audubon. The Rev. T. P.
Pottsgrove, has withdrawn as a ninger and family of Conshohocken
Ege, rector. Sunday services: Union Church,
Audubon, 10.45 a. m., with Holy Communion
Democratic candidate for County spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs.
Where violets and buttercups nod,
first in month. St. Paul’s, Oaks, 3.30 p. m.
Alumni Association.
And golden dandelions gleam.
Treasurer, leaving the field open to Samuel Heyser.
with Holy Communion third in month 8.30 a
Ice Cream Stand.
At a meeting of the Collegeville Morgan Root, of Pottstown. John
m. Children’s Evensong last in month 3 p. m.
The air is filled with ecstatic trills
Sunday School 2.30 p. m. Vested choir. Free
H. W. Ziegler has taken possess
High School Alumni Association, U. Hendricks, Democratic candi
And stir and call of song birds gay;
fittings. Cordial welcome. The rector, resid ion of*the ice cream andeatingstand While myriad blossoms’ fragrance sweet
Ironbridge Echoes.
held at,the home of Misses Dora date for delegate to State Conven
ing at Oaks, will be pleased to receive calls for
Proclaim
it
is
the
month
of
May.
at
Perkiomen
Bridge
hotel,
|and
and
Anna
Moyer,
Saturday
evening,
tion has also withdrawn.
visitation or ministration. Address Oaks P. O
Miss Flora Spare is visiting in
it was decided to hold the annual
Philadelphia.
Evansburg M. E. Church, Rev. S. B. Garrett will cater to the public along his All nature sings of hope and joy,
Away with sorrow, then my soul,
pastor. Sabbath School, 9.30 a. m. Preaching line, during the summer season.
banquet on June 15th. The follow
Thrown From a Trolley Car.
The remains of {Hiss Maud Mattis,
Rejoice in Him whose love endures
10.80 a. m. and 7.30 p. m. Song and prayer ser
ing
officers
were
elected:
President
vice, 7 p. m.
Charles Harding, son of William whose death occurred last week,
When time’s no more, nor seasons roll.
Back Broken.
Mrs. Bertha Moser Haines, ’93 Harding, of North Wales, is at his were interred in the cemetery of
I. G. H.
Trinity Reformed Church, Collegeville, Rev.
Trappe,
Pa.,
May
14,1907.
Vice-president,
Frances Brachold home in a precarious condition as the Bethel M. E. church, Chester
While working at the plant of
F. C. Yost, D. D., pastor. Services next Sun
day at 10 a. m. Sunday School at 9. Junior the Montello Brick Company, near
’06; Secretary, Schuyler Eves, ’05 the result of an accident with which county, Tuesday.
Christian Endeavor at 2 p. m., and SeniorO
Treasurer, Earnest Miller, ’04 he met on Saturday when he was
Oaks, Monday, Nicholas Darico, an
Pupils’ Recital.
E. at 7 p. m.
Visitors:
Stanley Hunsicker,
Board of Managers—Helen Miller hurled from a rapidly moving car of
Italian
aged
44
years,
had
his
back
A pupils’ recital was given by
St. Luke’s Reformed Church, Trappe, Rev.
Charles Underkoffler, Mr. Welsh
He is in the Hospital at the Combs Broad Street Conserva ’06; Joseph Robison, ’06; Mary tbe Lehigh Valley Traction Com and son, Jesse- Carre, and Mr. and
S L. Messinger, S. T. D., pastor. Sunday broken.
School at 8.45 a.m. Preaching every Sunday at Phoenixville and will die.
Custer, ’02; Anna Moyer, ’96. After pany’s line near his home. It is
tory of Music, 1329-31 S. Broad St.,
Mrs. Frank Chandler, of Philadel
10 a. m. and 7.45 p. m. Junior Endeavor prayer
the
business meeting a delightful feared that his skull was fractured.
meeting at 2 p. m. Y . P. S. C. E. prayer meet
Philadelphia, May 11. Miss Eliza
phia; Samuel Coulston, of Norris
ing at 6.45 p. m. Bible Study meeting on
Birthday Anniversary.
beth Lachman, of this borough, time was spent playing games
town; Randall Detwiler, of West
Wednesday evening at 8 o’clock. All are
Chester.
About
thirty-five
friends
and
played Liszt’s Liebestraume. Miss Very dainty refreshments were
R egular A ttendance for 34 Years.
most cordially invited to attend the services.
served. The next meeting of the
neighbors
recently
celebrated
the
Lachman’s
playing
showed
a
well
St. James’ Church, Lower Providence, Rev.
Mrs. Corbett, an aged lady re
Alumni will be held at the home of
F. S. Ballentine, rector. Morning service and birthday anniversary of Mrs. Mil- developed technic and was received
siding
in Carlisle, enjoys the dis
Items From Trappe.
Miss Wilson, Eagleville.
sermon, 10.30. Sunday School, 1.45 p. m. Eve ton Ramboat Mr. and Mrs. Rambo’s with favor by the audience.
tinction of having the best record
ning Service and sermon, 3.
Holy Com
Mr.
and Mrs. Joseph Custer and
northwest of
munion, First Sunday in the month. All are Hill View Farm,
for Sabath school attendance of any
cordially invited and weleome.
Railroad
Company
Will
Plant
daughter
left Monday on a trip to
Phoenixville. It was a very pleas
person in the Cumberland Valley.
Colt Injured by Barbed Wire.
Canada,
where
they will visit a
Trappe Circuit United Evangelical Church, ant social event.
Forest.
She is a member of the Biddle
A colt belonging to Harry Wis
Rev. George R. Riffert, pastor. Services for
number
of
relatives.
The Pennsylvania Railroad Com Memorial Chapel, a Presbyterian
the coming Sabbath will be as follows. Trappe
mer, R. D. mail carrier, of near
M eeting of Dental Association.
Mr. and Mrs. David Tyson and
—Preaching at 10 a . m.; Sunday School at2 p .
pany, impressed with the necessity charge, and has attended each
this
borough,
ran
into
a
barbed
m. Limerick—Preaching at 2.30 p. m.; Sunday
Mr.
and Mrs. Jerome Gennaria and
|
of
providing
a
future
source
of
Sabbath
for
the
past
thirty-four
The
Women’s
Dental
Association
wire fence, Monday, and was con
School at 1.30 p. m.; C. E. meeting at 7.30 p. m.
family
spent Saturday and Sunday
years
without
missing
one
session.
supply
for
the
five
million
railroad
of the United States met at the home siderably lacerated.
Dr. Bower
at
Bloomsburg,
Pa.
of Dr. and Mrs. S. D. Cornish, this stitched the wound. The colt, dam ties used annually on its system is
Passenger trains leave Collegeville for Phila
about
to
undertake
what
is
said
to
borough,
last
Saturday
afternoon.
William
Moyer
and daughter, of
Unique Method of Preserving Apples.
delphia : 7.03, 7.45,11.30 a. m., 6.05 p. m. Sun
Nellie Queen, is a very promising
days—7.11 a. m., 6.33 p. m. For Allentown: Routine business and the discussion
be
the
most
extensive
private
for
Philadelphia,
and
the
Misses Baker,
one. Harry says it can “ pace a
7.46,11.02 a. m., 3.22, 6.05 p. m. Sundays—8.30
J. C. Braunbeck, of Wallis Run,
a. m., 7.39 p. m.
est planting on record, and that Lycoming county, adopted a unique of Norristown, were the guests of
of topics relative to dentistry occu streak.”
altogether 2,250,000 red oak, Scotch method of preserving his apples Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Wisler, Sunday.
pied the attention of those present.
pine, chestnut, locust and catalpa last fall. He built a bin in the or
H. E. Keeler, of Reading, was the
Sudden
Death.
Home and Abroad.
trees
will be set out by the com chard seven feet wide, fourteen feet guest of Mr. and Mrs. M.H. Keeler,
S pecial Train For German Baptists.
Death came suddenly to Miss
The long and three feet high. In the Sunday.
About 150 members of the Ger Lizzie Favinger, aged 19 years, of pany’s agent in the spring.
total
area
to
be
planted
is
about
a bottom of this he put straw,, then
man Baptist Brethren of eastern Pughtown,
—The wind
Cbristophor Cox and party, of
Saturday afternoon,
thousand acres at Mount Union, filled it with apples, putting straw Conshohocken, automobiled to this
Pennsylvania
left
Reading
Tuesday
while
she
and
her
mother
were
at
—From Southland
on a special train for Los Angeles Pottstown. As they were crossing Altoona, and Holidaysburg, Pa. In on the sides and ends. Then he borough on Sunday and visited Mr.
—Brought Spring
California to attend the annual meet the canal bridge she dropped into explanation it was said that ties had placed straw and cornstalks on top. and Mrs. George Hare.
ing of the brethren, which con her mothers lap and died of heart been getting scarcer and more ex He dug a ditch around it to keep
—Tuesday morning,
Fiqe assortment of summer goods
pensive every year, and that the the water from standing there.
venes there Monday, May 20.
disease.
With
the
dead
daughter
at
Brownbacks’s store. See adver;
—And no objections were filed.
company thought it best to insure
beside her the mother drove to her itself a proper supply, say, in Some water, however, found its way page 7..
—The County Treasurer’s annual
through the top and formed ice
home, six miles away.
Successful Entertainm ent.
At a special meeting of Town
twenty years.
notice to taxpayers will be found on
about each of the apples, but they
Council, Monday evening, Samuel
An
interesting
program
was
de
page 8.
were not disturbed until tbe ice had
Pugh was elected Street and Road
lightfully rendered last Thursday
High School Com m encem ent.
Thespian
Club
Banquet.
all
melted. The apples are now
—David Culp, of this borough, is evening at St. James’ parish house,
Commissioner to fill the vacancy
The commencement of the High
The members of the Thespian sound, crisp, andwithouta wrinkle caused by the resignation of W.
among the jurors named for the Evansburg, to the thorough enjoy
School of this borough will be held
June term of court.
H. Daub, who is now employed at
ment of the many present.
Tbe in Memorial Hall, Ursinus College, Club, composed of amateur actors
and dramatists of this borough and
W om an S uffragists Meet.
tbe flag factory at Oaks.
—True eloquence consists in say performers all did well, and the on Wednesday evening, May 29.
vicinity, enjoyed a delightful ban
At a very interesting meeting of
ing all that is proper and nothing proceeds of the entertainment net The graduates are: Grace Saylor,
The Willing Workers of the U. E.
quet at Ursinus, Saturday evening.
ted $25.
more.—‘Modern Greek.
Laretta Scheuren, Madge Stroud, Mr. Keiner was caterer in chief. the Montgomery County Woman church will meet at the home of Mr.
Leu ora Smull, and James Hamer. The tables were beautifully decora Suffrage Association, held in the Y and Mrs. Abram Buckwalter, Col
—Apparently, the fruit blossoms
Firem en’s Festival.
Prof. F. H. Green, of the West ted and the menu was fine. The re M. C. A. parlor, these delegates legeville on Saturday, May 18, at 2
were not blighted by the heavy
At a meeting of the Collegeville Chester State Normal School, has sponses to toasts were apt and were appointed to attend the meet p. m.
frost Saturday night.
Fire Company, Thursday evening, been engaged to deliver an address. timely and caused much merriment. ing of the Pennsylvania Federation
of Women to be held at Devon in
—Lockjaw resulting from treading it was decided to hold the annual He is a good speaker.
Jotting's From Limerick.
It is the intention of the* club to October: Miss Anna Hallowell and
on a nail caused the death of Chas. strawberry and ice cream festival
meet every three weeks and indulge Miss Ellen L. Thomas, with Mrs
Irvin Krause, fomerly of this
L. Brown, of Reading.
in Burgess F. J. Clamer’s park on
Annual Convention of Sunday
in a banquet once, a year. Those Mary R. Livezey and Miss Susan R vicinity, now of Pottstown, con
Var
—Cyrus E. Hoffman, of Richland, Saturday evening, June 22.
present were: Mr. and Mrs. George Egbert as alternates. The program tinues in poor health.
School Workera.
ious
committees
were
appointed
to
now 77 years old, is the sole sur
The twelfth annual convention of Clamer, Mr. and Mrs. Frank Gris- was opened by a vocal solo by Miss
At a recent meeting of the Ladies’
vivor of the Pennsylvania Legisla make preparations for The event.
the Montgomery County Sunday tock, Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Miller, Ebbert, of Collegeville, accompanied Aid Society of the U. E. church an
ture of 1857.
School- Association will be held in Mr. Jesse Pierman, Miss Mae Cla by Miss Evelyn Neff, which was audit of accounts showed a balance
C ongregational M eeting.
the First M. E. church, Lansdale, mer, Mr. Horace Fetterolf, Miss much appreciated.
—D. S. Emerick, a Reading bar
Miss Martha of $20 in the treasury.
At
a
congregational
meeting
held
on Thursday evening and Friday, Alma Robison, Mr. Victor Fegley, Simpson welcomed the convention
ber, has a collection of 4000 beetles
Albert March and lady, ofRoyersand 2000 butterflies native to Am at Trinity Reformed church, Satur May 23-24. The sessions on Fri Miss Tillie Gristock, Mrs. Dr. on behalf of the Norristown mem ford, visited Wm. March, Sunday.
day afternoon, the following officials day will be held at 9.30 a. m., and Horning; Mrs. Challen, Mrs. Adele bers, with an excellent address
erica.
The service at the quarterly con
were chosen: Elders—D r .' E. A. 1.45and 7.30 p.m. An interesting pro Miller, Mrs. John Barrett, Misses which was responded by Mrs
ference
of the U. E. church, Sunday
A chest over 100 years old Krusen, John L. Bechtel. Deacons—
gram has been arranged for the con Hattie Fetterolf and Ella B. Price. Sarah H. Longstreth, of College
morning and evening, were well
brought $17.50 at a public sale of John S. Hunsicker, Geo. Dannehowvention.
ville, in an able manner. The presf attended.
the late William Brook’s effects, in er. Trustees—I. H. Detwiler, M.
DEATHS.
dent’s address by Mrs. Mary R.
Pottstown, on Saturday.
S. W. Loucks is suffering severely
T. Hunsicker, H. H. Fetterolf, J. C.
County W. C. T. U. Convention
Ephraim R. Schlichter died Livezey enumerated some of the with poison.
Landes,
John
S.
Hunsicker.
-—When a man’s heart is right, he
The twenty-first semi-annual con Thursday evening of pneumonia at gains of the year. So many of the
Isaiah Tyson is building an ad
finds there’s a lot of fun in just be
vention of the Montgomery county his residence in Lower Providence, Legislatures have considered some
House Destroyed by Fire.
dition
to his house and has exper
ing alive.—Florida Times-Union.
W. C. T. U. will be held Thursday, near the Level school house, aged form of Woman Suffrage, and large
Captain Wessenberger’s summer May 23, in Trinity Reformed church, 75 years. He leaves a widow, but votes were recorded in its favor. ienced inconvenience oh account of
—Lutheran and Reformed con house at Yerkes was destroyed by
the scarcity of stone.
gregations will jointly erect a fine fire Monday afternoon. Consider this borough. There will be an all no,children. The funeral was held Even in conservative Pennsylvania,
A gypsy camp quartered inHunsday session; no evening meeting. on Tuesday at 10 a. m. Interment a resolution was offered in the As
new church in Peary township,
able of the furniture was saved. Mrs. Rebecca B. Chambers, Miss in Morris cemetery; undertaker J. sembly, providing for an amend burger’s woods Monday night.
Berks county.
The conflagration was started by Whitechurch, and Mrs. Lowell will L. Bechtel in charge.
ment to the Constitution to permit
Mrs. G. T. Miller is again suffer
—Bennevile Clay, of Reading, at sparks from a passing locomotive be among the speakers. Music will
women to vote for School Directors ing with erysipelas.
the age of 84 years, is the oldest lodging on the shingle roof.
The be furnished by Collegeville talent.
Elizabeth, wife of Francis Garber, and on all school questions, but
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Bauman, of
violinist in that city, and has played captain expected to occupy his sum The public generally is most cordi of Philadelphia, died Friday morn after it passed second reading it
Sumneytow’n,
and Mr. and Mrs. A.
the violin for 75 years.
mer quarters in about a week.
It ally invited to attend.
More women ob C. Freed, of Royersford, were the
ing. The funeral was held on Mon was defeated.
—Irvin Reigner, of Pottstown, is probable that he will rebuild
day at 11.30 a. m. at St Luke’s Re tained full suffrage in 1906 than dur guests of Albert Drace and family,
set four hens with 12, 13, 14 and 15 during the summer.
formed
church and cemetery, ing any previous year through the Sunday.
College Prize W inners.
eggs respectively.
All the eggs
Trappe; undertaker J. L. Bechtel enfranchisement of the women of
The Misses Catharine and Lizzie
The result of the prize essay con in charge.
Many Fruit Trees Planted.
Finland, and at tbe recent election
were hatched and all the chicksare
Bechtel of The Northfield, Mass.,
test
for
the
Sophomore
members
of
alive.
19 women were elected to the Fin
I. P. Knipe, Esq., has had with
were the guests of Mr. and Mrs. H.
the Zwinglian Literary Society of
Benjamin F. Minster died at his ish Parliament. The movement has F. Stauffer, Friday.
Miss Pauline Eves, of Byberry in the past two weeks more than a Ursinus College was: First prize,
Friends’yBchool, is at home with thousand fruit trees of choice vari $10, to Welcome S. Kerscbner, residence near Oaks, Saturday eve been endorsed by the National
Mr. and Mrs. Charles T. Miller
He Grange, the American Federation of
her parents in this borough, this eties planted on his farm, near Ar Mahanoy City, subject, “ The Pow ning, at the age of 69 years.
and
son, of Royersford, and Mr. and
eola. The work of planting was
leaves a widow and two children, Labor and the Letter Carriers’ As
week.
er of Music” ; second prize, $5, aMrs. Samuel T. Miller, of Norris
sociation,
while
many
influential
Mrs. Harry Plush, and Frank Min
done by Italians under competent
town, visited Messrs. W. and S.
—The County Commissioners in supervision. The editor congratu wardedtoV . J. Abel, of Heller- ster, at home.
The funeral was periodicals, formerly opposed, have
tend to make some repairs to Perk lates Mr. Knipe upon his enter town, subject, “ The Uses of Liter held on Wednesday of this week. lately declared in favor of equal Rogers and families, Sunday.
ature.” Horace L. Custer, of Col
iomen Bridge in the near future.
David Long and family, Mrs. F.
prise in the line of fruit culture. In
Interment in Morris cemetery; suffrage. Miss Helen C. Livezey,
legeville, received honorable men
H. Peterman and son, and Mrs.
president
of
Plymouth
Meeting
As
the
course
of
a
few
years
the
undertaker J. L. Bechtel in charge.
—Asked to contribute $1700 for
Lippen, were the guests of Mr. and
tion on “The Heredity of the Twen
sociation, gave an interesting re Mrs. D. B. Linderman, Sunday.
improvements and next winter’s lawyers of the Hub may reasonably tieth Century.” The judge was W.
Maud E. Mattis died Saturday port of tbe work of the year, one of
coal supply, the First Methodist expect to get their supply of apples, M. Rile, 1898, of the Shippensburg
Martha Linderman, student at
morning at her home in Ironbridge, their best meetings being the one Perkiomen Seminary, was at home
congregation of Pottstown made it pears, and peaches, at wholesale State Normal School.
prices. Perhaps some apple jack,
in her 21st year. The funeral was devoted to the subject of Child on Sunday.
$2100 on Sunday.
too.
held on Tuesday.
All services Labor. Miss Martha M. Hovenden,
Mrs. Hartzell and son, of Phoenix
—Rev. E. P. Phatteicher has re
The Best Friend.
were held in the U. E. church, delegate to the State Convention at ville, were the guests of Albert
Wonderful Eczema Cure.
signed as pastor of Trinity Luth
Alexander Benton, who lives on Rural Spring City. Interment at Bethel Kennett Square, gave an excellent Yorgey and family, Sunday.
“Our little boy had eczema for five years,” Route 1, Fort Edward, N. Y., says : “Dr. church cemetery: undertaker F. report of that meeting. Mrs. Ellen
eran church, Norristown, to accept
Mrs. Samuel Daub and family, of
N. A. Adams, Henrietta, Pa. “Two
New Discovery is my best earthly W. Shalkop in charge.
a call to the church of the Holy writes
H. E. Price, of Swarthmore, read an Mingo, visited Mr. and Mrs. I. W.
of our home doctors said the case was hope King’s
friend.
It
cured
me
of
asthma
six
years
less, his lungs being affected. We then em ago. It has also performed a wonderful
Communion, Philadelphia.
admirable paper on “Some Objec Linderman, Sunday.
ployed other doctors, but no benefit resulted. cure of Incipient consumption for my son’s
A. P. Fritz, one of the Directors,
tions to Woman Suffrage.”
By chance we read about Electric Bitters ; wife. The first bottle ended the terrible
Don’t Pay Alimony
—Charles Arndt, of Dreibelbi’s, bought
&bottle End soon noticed improve- cough, and this accomplished, the other
attended a meeting of the Chester
to
be
divorced
from
your
appendix.
There
Berks county, found in one of his ment. We continued this medieine until symptoms left one by one, until she was perCounty Electric Light Company at
bottles were used, when our boy was rectly well. Dr. King’s New Discovery's will be no occasion for it if you keep your
fields a tortoise with the inscrip several
St. Paul’s United Evangelical Newark, N. J., last week. On his
bowels regular with Dr. King’s New Life
completely cured." Best of all blood medi power
over coughs and colds is simply mar Pills. Their action is so gentle that the ap
way he noted that the Jersey farm
tion “H. B. Hager, 1871.” Hager cines and body building health tonics. velous.”
No other remedy has equalled it pendix never has cause to make tbe least church, Reading, raised at two ser
Guaranteed
at
J.
W.
Culbert’s
drug
store
Fully guaranteed by J. W. Culbert, drug complaint. Guaranteed by J. W. Culbert vices the sum of $3000 for church ers had planted their corn. Mr.
owned the farm at that time.
50 cents.
Fritz is now on a business trip to
gist. 50c. and $1.00. Trial bottle free.
druggist, 25c. Try them.
debt.
Pittsburg.
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FROM OAKS.

Reptile and Rat In Fatal Duel.

A blacksnake and a rat fought a
Concerning the weather we have
nothing to say, as we will leave that duel to the death in Abraham Stoneback’s granary, Allentown, Friday
for others to say.
morning. Stoneback, up in the bay
It is supposed little will be raised
as far as crops are concerned. mow, looked on fascinated. The
Bananas can be raised two for five,. rat, eluding the snake’s first light
if you have the nickel.
ning-like spring, leaped on the ser
Frosty weather Saturday and Sun pent’s back and bit it as savagely
day, and when a person’s ears are as possible. Then the air seemed
affected with the cold the eleventh to be full of snakes and rats, so
day of May, corn on the ear is bet rapidly did the serpent writhe and
ter in the crib than in the groand.
hiss and the rat leap and squeal.
Our friend McMullin, near Port The snake, bleeding from a dozen
Kennedy, has planted potatoes, and wounds, at last caught the rat in its
bis oats is growing nicely.
coils and squeezed the life out of it;
N. M.
The
dandelion
crop
is
a
huge
one,
then, with a few convulsive strug
Friday, May 10.
President Roosevelt has consented and dandelion wine, like denatured gles', expired itself.
to become honorary president of the alcohol, should be manufactured
American School Hygiene Association. free of license.

Thursday! May 9.
The Order of United Americans will
held their next convention at Read
ing. PaMrs. Mary Deemer, a -widow, was
f t ruck by a train a t Lebanon, Pa., and
instantly killed.
Andrew Carnegie, accompanied by
his wife and daughter, sailed for Eu
rope on the steamship Baltic.
Captain George Curry,' governor of
Samar, Philippine islands, has been
appointed governor of New Mexico.
Edmund C. Ross, formerly United
States senator -from Kansas, whose
vote saved Andrew Johnson from im
peachment, died at Albuquerque,

President Roosevelt has pardoned
The venerable editor of the PhceAlbert M. Green, colored, who was nixville Messenger, in company of
serving a life sentence in Washington Mr. A. H. Kley of Phoenixville,
lor murder.
honored us with a call at our shack,
Sheriff W. B. Crowley and Deputy Valley Forge park, Sunday.
W ard were both shot and seriously
wounded at Williamsburg, Ky., by
Mr. John U. Francis Jr. and Mr.
John Shotwell, who .they were trying John U. Gotwalts, of Oaks, called to
to a rre st
see us Sunday in our shack on the
Former A ssistant Postm aster Gen hill.
eral William M. Johnson, of Trenton,
Mrs. Jones V. Matteson, of Oaks,
who was mentioned as the Republican
candidate for governor of New Jersey, and Mrs. Minker, of Phoenixville,
attended the funeral of Miss Laura
has withdrawn from the contest
Conway, Valley Forge, Tuesday.
Saturday, May 11.
Frishy Gibbs, cojored, was hanged
Benjamin Mintzer departed this
a t Baltimore, Md., for the murder of
life
Saturday. Mr. Mintzer rebided
Ida Cuff, colored, on October 9 la s t
William Teal shot and killed James at Geisburg, and was well known
Sherman at Findlay, O., in a quarrel throughout the neighborhood. He
was seventy years of age. He never
over money.
fully
recovere4 from the effects of
Miss Anna M. Garman, of Trenton,
N. J., was awarded $17,000 damages by a stroke he had some time ago.
a Philadelphia Jury against the Rapid
Theodore Lane Bean, candidate
Transit company for injuries sustained for District Attorney, is the son of
in a street car accident
the late Colonel Theodore Bean of
Captain A. Krecb, of the Hamburg the 13th Penna. Cavalry, and made
American line steamer Graf Waldersee, a epod record in the civil war. He
died on board his ship and his body rode to victory with Sheridan and
was brought to New York.
the other gallant troopers of the
Oxford University will confer the war.
■,
degree Bachelor of Letters on Mark
Thè roller skating rink, PbcenixTwain, who will sail for England on
ville, is quite an attraction for the
June 8 to receive the honor. *
3'oung people from this place. Then
Monday, May 13.
Two children of Mrs. Nell Laird there are other attractions, the liv
were burned to death at Blast Liver ing pictures, of which Phoenixville
pool, O., when her home was destroy has fair share. We are told that A.
H. Brower proposed opening up a
ed by fire.
A fugitive for some months, Frank living picture show in DowningH. Jones, defaulting teller of the Na town.
tional Bank at Charlotte, N. C., gave' • A new restaurant has opened up
himself up.
at the foot of Brower avpnue, near
A memorial to Dr. Horace Henry the Pennsy station.
Hayden, founder of the American So
Óur schools will close May 23.
ciety of Dental Surgeons, Is to be
erected a t Hartford, Conn.
The Green Tree school will have
Falling rock in the Jermyn mine of no candidates for graduation or com
the Delaware & Hudson company, at mencement exercises.
Jermyn, Pa., killed Stephen Seno and
Can no good come out of any State
Charles Lascowsky, laborers.
Fred Fellman, employed as a tunnel but the Buckeye State ? And is the
driver at No. 1 shaft, near Lansford, length of girth a prerequisite or a
Pa., fell down an areaway 135 feet and prerogative ? There was once a
man head and shoulders above
only sustained a badly bruised arm.
dverybody and be was crowned king.
Tuesday, May 14.
The warehouses of Moore & Wright,
Some men are professionals
a t Mllway, near Lancaster, Pa., were at different games, but John Mc
destroyed by fire, entailing a loss of Bride is first on the list as a quoit
$60,009.
pitcher and is hard to beat. The
Miss Phelena Willshire, aged 47 ptber day John McBride and John
years, dropped dead from heart disease Mock of Pawling stood at the stakes
Just after she stepped from a trolley from two until five o ’clock and
car a t Glenolden, near Chester, Pa.
pitched game after game with any
T. C. Decehenault, Sr., one of the one who felt disposed to pitch a
best-known American exporters of cat
game of quoits with them, and there
tle and one of the wealthiest men in were those who took the chance
Kentucky, died at Lexington, aged 70 with the greatest encouragement
years.
they could oùt-pitch McBride and
David S. Barry, of the Providence Mock, but they were not in it.
Journal, has been appointed a member
There was only one game where
of the official board of visitors of the
United States naval academy at An there was a tie, all the rest were
credited to Mock and McBride.
napolis, Md.
Trot out your champions and come
Wednesday, May 15.
down to Oaks for a game of quoits
There was a heavy fall of snow
with McBride.
throughout Nebraska on Tuesday.
The Rev. Mr. McKee preached on
W. A. Rittenhouse, a well-known
Philadelphia grocer, was struck by a Sunday in.the Green Tree church.
Reading railway train and instantly Subject, the Lord’s prayer.
killed.
Rev. McKee has moved his resi
James Bryce, the British ambassa dence from Royersford to his own
dor, will deliver the commencement house at Yocum’s Corners, and is
address at the University of Illinois close to his pastorate.
on June 12.
Can it be possible that railroad
St. P atrick’s Roman Catholic Cathe
dral a t Harrisburg, Pa., was dedicated companies use sufficient care to not
by Archbishop Ryan, over 130 bishops endanger lives in running trains
without killing so many of their
and priests attending.
Philip N. Schuyler, who was a dele passengers? It is a sad, sad affair
gate to the Republican national con that so many Sbriners were killed
vention in. Chicago in 1860 and who in the California wreck. What was
voted to nominate Lincoln, died at the cause? Who is to blame? Well,
pay the death claims, and the trainsBellevue, O., aged 87 years.

will go on as before, and the wreck
will only be a memory.
PRODUCE QUOTATIONS
A lecture will be delivered in the
The Latest Closing Prices In the
Green Tree church, this Thursday
Principal Markets.
PHILADELPHIA — FLOUR firm; evening. A prominent member of
winter extras, $2.80@3; Pennsylvania the W. C. T. U. will speak. Aroller, clear, $3.10@3.30; city mills, cordial welcome is "extended to all.
fancy, $4.60@4.95. RYE FLOUR firm;
r barrel, $3.60. WHEAT steady No.
Pennsylvania red, 85@85%c. C^itN
steady; No. 2 yellow, local, 68c. OATS
firm; No. 2 white, clipped, 49c.; lower
grades, 47%c. HAY firm; No. 1 timo
thy, large bales, $21.50. PORK steady;
family, per barrel, $19.50. BEEF firm;
beef hams, per barrel, $19. POULTRY:
Live steady; hens, 14c.; old roosters,
10c. Dressed firm; choice fowls, 14%c.;
old roosters, 10c. BUTTER steady;
extra creamery, 29c. EGGS steady;
selected, 19% @ 21c.; nearby, 18c.;
southern, 16@17c. POTATOES firm;
per bushel, 55@58e.
BALTIMORE—WHEAT firm; No. 2
spot, 88c.; steamer No. 2 spot, 80%c.;
southern, 81%@8S%c. CORN firmer;
mixed spot, 56%@56%c.; steamer mix
ed, 52%@52%c.; southern, 55@58c.
OATS easy; white, No. 2, 48@48%c.;
No. 3, 47@47%c.; No. 4, 45%®46e.;
mixed, No. 2, 45%@46c.; No. 3, 44%@
45c.; No. 4, 43%®44c. BUTTER firm;
creamery separator extras, 28c.; held,
28® 24c.; prints, 29@30c.; Maryland
and Pennsylvania dairy prints, 20®
21c. EGGS steady; fancy Maryland,
Pennsylvania, ’Virginia and West Vir
ginia, 16%c.; southern, 16% @16c.

r

Mr. Arnold Francis, Miss Leila
Pripe, Miss Anna Crouse and an
other lady visited the Protectory,
and also extended their visit to
Valley Forge park. It is a Sabbath
day’s journey to walk from Valley
Forge entrance to the PortKennedy
entrance, following the drive which
is about five miles in length, as the
drive follows the inner entrench
ments, and also the outside line,
where the troops were encamped
in 1777-8.
Catarrh Cannot he Cared

WON’T MARRY DIVORCEES
New Jersey Episcopal Ministers Pul
Themselves On Record.
Trenton, N. J., May 15.—The New
Jersey diocesan convention of the
Episcopal church held here put itsell
on record on the subject of divorce by
unanimously adopting the following
resolution:
“Resolved, That Inasmuch as It I*
difficult to determine who the so
called innocent party in a divorce is
this convention expresses the opinion
that its clergymen shall not give the
benediction of the church to any party
divorced for any cause whatsoever.”
The resolution was introduced by
Rev. W. Strothgr Jones, of this city.
Bishop Scarborough presided.
The New Jersey diocese of the
Episcopal church embraces the south
ern half of the state.
$600,000 FOR CONSUMPTIVES
Governor Stuart Signs Bill For Estab
lishment of Sanitariums.
Harrisburg, Pa., May 15.—Governoi
Stuart signed the bill appropriating
$600,000 for the establishment and
maintenance of sanitariums for con
sumptlves. The work Is to he undei
the department of health, and the san
itariums may be located in forestry
reservations.
The governor also signed the Lan
caster city school b ill' repealing the
acts of 1850 and 1868.
Asleep For Forty Days.
Kansas City, Mo., May 13.—T. C.
Webster, 60 years old, who was taken
from an east-bound train on April 2,
unconscious, and removed to the city
hospital, has slept constantly for 40
days and is still asleep. Physicians say
he is suffering from acute melancholia.
Conferred On Trust Prosecutions.
Washington, May 15—Attorney Gen
eral Bonaparte had a conference with
the president relating to trust prose
cutions. He declined to say anything
for publication.'
WATCH SAVED HIS LIFE
Bullet Aimed at Man’s Heart Hit His
Timepiece.
Scranton, Pa„ May 13.—Claude Wa
ters, a railroad engineer, owes his life
to a watch which he carried in his vest
pocket Waters, Peter Molehon, an
Italian, with a crowd of other people,
were watching an amateur base ball
game in Little England, a suburb of
Scranton, when a row began over a
dog which the Italian owned. When
the crowd began to press upon Mole
hon, he drew his revolver and fired
point blank at Waters.
The buljet hit the watch in W ater’s
pocket almost In direct line with the
heart. He fell, either from the force
of the ball or from fright, hut when he
was picked up he was found to be un
injured. The Italian was placed under
arrest.

piIB E IC SALE OF
In the Court of Common Pleas of
Montgomery County, Pennsylvania, on
May 8, 1907, was presented the petition of
the Norristown Trust Company of Norris
town, Pa., representing interalia, that it
is the owner of a certain messuage and 40
acres and 39 perches ol land in Lower
Providence township, said county.
That George Pennick a former owner,
on the 26th day of March, 1840, executed a
mortgage to Abraham Bean and John
Kratz, for $2800.00, see mortgage book No.
22, page 342. That full satisfaction was
entered on the margin of the record of
said mortgage, May 1, 1854, by John
Kratz. ‘"oneof the mortgagees and'assignee
of Abraham Bean, the other mortgagee in
the annexed mortgage named.” That by
reference to the assignment of said Abra
ham Bean of his interest in said mortgage
to said John Kratz, the mortgage is not
properly identified and said full satisfac
tion is insufficient. That more than
twenty-one years have elapsed since said
mortgage became due and no payment of
principal or interest has been made by the
owner of the land hor by its predecessors
in title within said period of twenty-one
years, and the legal presumption of pay
ment has long since arisen.
Notice is hereby given to Abraham Bean
and John Kratz and all parties in interest
to appear in said Court on Monday, June
17, 1907, at 10 o’clock a. m., to show cause
why said mortgage should not be satisfied
of record. By the Court.
EDGAR MATTHEWS, Sheriff.
A. R. Place,. Attorney for Petitioner.
Sheriff’s Office, Norristown, Pa., May
10, 1907.
OTICE.
In the Orphans’ Court of Montgom
ery County, Pennsylvania.
On May 7, 1907, in open" court was pre
sented a petition of Clard H. Saylor, al
leging that Frederick Zimmerman pur
chased a messuage and tract of land con
taining forty-one acres and fifty-one
perches from John Scbrack, on the 18th
day of August, 1771, situated in Upper
Providence township.
That he being so thereof seized of said
premises died some time prior to 1804,
leaving to survive him a widow, Barbara
Zimmerman, and five children to wit:
Abraham Zimmerman, Catharine, wife of
Jacob Longacre, Mary, wife of John
Young, Julianna Zimmerman, and George
Zimmerman.
That by deed dated April 2, 1804, and
recorded at Norristown, in and for Mont
gomery county, in Deed Book No. 31,
page 490, &c., Abraham Zimmerman and
Mary tfis wife, Jacob Longacre and Cath
arine his wife, John Young and Mary his.
wife, and Julianna Zimmerman, conveyed
said tract of forty-one acres and fifty-one
perches to the remaining child of said
Frederick Zimmerman, namely, to George
Zimmerman, subject to the dower and
privileges of Barbara Zimmerman, widow
and relict of the said Frederick Zimmer
man, deceased, whereby upon «aid prem
ises was made said dower charge, &c.
That the said land consisting of one
tract was bounded by lands of Jacob
Schrack, William Smith, William Fitz
gerald.
That the widow Barbara Zimmerman
died on or about March, 1850.
That said dower was due and payable
since her death, and it is believed to have
been paid shortly thereafter. No sufficient
release, acquittance, or acknowledgment
of payment of the full amount of said
dower fund or charge by the parties inter
ested therein, is of record in the county.
That more than twenty-one years has
elapsed since said dower became due and
no payment of principal or interest for
more than twenty-one years has been de
manded from or paid by the present owner
on said land or her predecessors in title.
Whereupon the Court directed the Sheriff
of Montgomery County to give notice to
all parties in accordance with the pro
visions of the Act of General Assembly,
dated May 8, 1895. Notice is hereby given
to Jacob Longacre, Mary Zimmerman,
Julianna Zimmerman, Abraham Zimmer
man, and Mary Young, and to Frederick
Zimmerman and Myra Vanderslice, Ad
ministrators of George Zimmerman, de
ceased, and their heirs and legal repre
sentatives, and to all other persons in
terested in said dower fund to appear in
said court on Tuesday, June 18th, at 10
o’clock a. m. to answer the petition, and
show cause why the said messuage and
tract of land should not be released from
the encumbrance of the said dower charge.
By the Court,
EDGAR MATTHEWS. Sheriff.
E. F. Slough, Attorney for Petitioner.
Sheriff’s Office, Norristowu, Pa., May
7, 1907.
.
Estate of Oscar W. Hunsicker, late
E
of Upper Providence-township, Montgom
st a t e n o t ic e

P UBEIC SAEE OF
FRESH COWS!

REAL ESTATE!
Will be sold at public sale on THURS
DAY, MAY 16, 1907, on the premises in
the borough of Collegeville, the following
described real estate belonging to the late
Frank M. Hobson, deceased : Lot fronting
66 feet on Main street, with a depth of 300
feet, and adjoining lands of W. P. Fenton
and of Trinity church. The improvements
are a three-story brick dwelling
containing 10 rooms and attic,
supplied with steam heat from a
new Mercer boiler. Cistern water
in the kitchen, and an abundance of good
well water; gas for lighting and cooking
within convenient access. Substantial
barn, with stabling for twohorses; wagon,
bouse, chicken house, garden, and an
abundance of fruit of nearly every variety.
This property is most eligibly located,
near to Ursinus College, the CollegeviUe
High School and to churches. Trolley
cars pass the door every hour. The prop
erty must be sold to close the estate. Sale
a t 2 o’clock p. m. Conditions by
J. C. LANDES,
Agent lor the heirs.
L. H. Ingram, auct.

A

®
Will he lold at public sale, on FRIDAY,
MAY 24, 1907, at Perkiomen Bridge hotel,
25 fresh cows direct from Centre county,
and one fine stock bull. Gentlemen, these
cows are the best I have shipped for a
long time. Come and see them and be
convinced that I have the kind to suit you.
Sale at 2 o’clock. Conditions by
J. W. MITTERLING.
L. H. Ingram, auct.

D

E

F

E

FRESH COWS!
STOCK BULL. 60 SHOATS.

Will be sold at public sale on MONDAY,
MAY 20,1907, at Ellis B utt’s Black Rock
hotel, 25 fresh cows and springers selected
in Rockingham county, va., for this sale.
Also 60 shoats ane one stock bull. Sale a t
At the same time and place the, follow 1.30 o’clock. Conditions by
ing stocks and bonds will be sold: 5 shares
WILLIAM GARTLAND.
First National Bank of Norristown, 100 E. D. Johnson, auct. I. E. Miller, clerk.
shares Philadelphia Electric Company; 5
shares Farmers’ and Mechanics’ National
Bank of Phoenixville, paying 4 per cent.; jpUBEIC SAEE OF
10 shares Norristown Trust Company; 5
Norristown School District bonds, 3%
per cent.; $1000 5 per cent, bond Philadel
FRESH COWS!
phia Electric Company and 8 $100 5 per
SPRINGERS
AND STOCK BULLS I
cent, bonds of the same Company. Other
stocks and bonds may be added to the
list.
J. C. LANDES.
Also 20 shares Riverside Cemetery stock.
Will be sold at public sale on WEDNES
DAY, MAY 22,1907, at Sunnyside Stock
o r sa l e .
Farm, Trooper, Pa., 22 fresh cows and
A lot of machine threshed wheat and springers. Also 3 fine stock bulls, from
rye straw. Apply to
Clarion county, Pa. The cows are good
A. T. ALLEBACH,
sized, well shaped, big milk producers, and
5-16-3t.
Collegeville, Pa. well worthy the attention of dairymen.
Sale at 1,30 p. m. Conditions by
JOS. T. HALLMAN.
David Kratz, auct.
o r sa l e .
Stowell’s Evergreen sugar corn, for
planting. None better. 15 cts. per q u a rt;
2 qts. for 25 cts. Apply to or address,
J^AST PUBLIC SAEE OF
JOHN G. FETTEROLF,
5-2-3t.
Yerkes, Pa.

F

F

Wagons, Harness, &c.
TONE FOR SALE.
• Good building stone. Apply to
JOHN SHAFFER, Yerkes, Pa.
.
Good hatching eggs of White Wyan
F
dotte strain at 3 cents each at
o r sale

3-14

ROBERT B. MULFINGER’S
White Wyandotte Poultry Yards,
Evansburg, Pa.

.
A family carriage, as good as new;
F
also a one-seated phaeton. Apply to
or sale

A. H. GOTTSHALK,
Collegeville, Pa.

4-18.

FOR THE SEASON.
I will sell at public sale on SATURDAY,
MAY 25, at Dunn’s hotel, Gratersford, 25
new wagons, lot second-hand wagons, 25
sets of Lapp’s harness, to the highest bid
ders. 10 of these extra fine fallingtops in
steel and rubber tires. They have extra
wide seats, all wool cloth and well made.
They are the best fallingtops you ever saw
at this place. Lot rubber tire runabouts,
two-seat surries, milk wagons, light top
delivery wagons, all kinds of Lapp’s har
ness, old wagons taken in exchange. Sale
at 1 p. m.
W. H. ROSENBERRY.
On Whit Monday, May 20, I will sell
200 wagons of every kind in use and 100
sets of Lapp’s harness at Lansdale. This
will be a great sale.

.
Frame dwelling house on Fifth ave., P UBEIC SAEE OF
F
Collegeville. Immediate possession. Ap
or rent

ply to

A. D. FETTEROLF.

or rent.
A part of a house-^seven rooms—and
stable, on Second avenue, Collegeville.
Apply to
A. H. TYSON, Collegeville, Pa.

F

Wheat or oat straw, baled.
W ANTED.
SEIDEL & TOWNSEND,

204 W, Marshall St., Norristown, Pa.

ANTED.
Good girl for general housework
W
in a small family. Call on or address
5-2-3t.

MRS. WM. H. KUDER,
41 Spruce St., Norristown, Pa.

HEN YOU WANT TO BUY
OR KEEL REAL ESTATE
W
it is an easy matter to inquire of us and
we will certainly be pleased to give your
inquiry immediate attention. If we don’t
succeed in doing business with you the
loss is ours, not yours.
BROWN, CLOUD & JOHNSON,
39 E. Main Street,
Norristown, Pa.

ery county, deceased. ’Notice is hereby
POLITICAL.
given that letters of administration upon
said estate have been granted to the un
dersigned. All persons indebted to the
estate will make immediate settlement, JjlOR COUNTY TREASURER,
and those having claims against the same
will present them without delay to
Horace P. Keely,
Oarsman Drowned.
C. D. HUNSICKER, Administrator.
SCHWENKSVILLE, PA. Subject to Re5-2.
Philadelphia, May 15. — Charles R. D. No. 3, Royersford, Pa.
publican rules. Primary election, Satur
Hunter Cooley, a member of the Cres
day, June 1, 1907.
3-7.
cent Boat Club of this city, was
s t a t e n o t ic e .
Estate of Robert Blight, late of
drowned by the overturning of his
shell while rowing on the Schuylkill Lower Providence township, Montgomery JjiOR COUNTY TREASURER,
deceased. Letters testamentary
river. Cooley, who was a deaf mute, county,
on the above estate having been granted
came here from Detroit several the undersigned all persons indebted to
Wm. M. Hagginbothom,
months ago. He was an all-around said estate are requested to make immedi OF UPPER PROVIDENCE. Subject to
ate
payment,
and
those
having
legal
athlete and oarsman and was training claims against the same to present them
Republican rules.
to participate in the Fourth of July without delay to
ALBERT C. KEYSER,
Regatta.
p O R SHERIFF,
Administrator,
Lower Providence, Pa.
Or
his
attorney,
E.
F.
Siough,
Norris
oes
Charles E. Swartz,
town, Pa.
4-18-6t.
Your gasoline engine'need attention
OF JENKINTOWN. Subject to Republior repairs 1 If so, I can puteither in good
can rules.
shape. Saws and lawn mowers sharpened,
s t a t e n o t ic e .
bicycles repaired; repairing and grinding
Estate of William Merkel, late of the
of all kinds. I will call for your work.
Borough of Collegeville, Montgomery jpOR SHERIFF,
SAMUEL J. GRIFFIN,
deceased. Letters of administra
R. D. 1, Phoenixville, Pa. county,
tion on the above estate having been
’Phone, 521M, Phoenixville.
5-16.
Grant M. Koons »
granted the undersigned, all persons in
debted to said estate are requested to OF POTTSTOWN. Subject to Republican
make immediate payment, and those hav
rules.
ing legal claims, to present the same with
o r sa l e .
3 acre farm, $1500; 20 acres, $1900; 20 out delay to
ANNA MERKEL, Administratrix,
acres, $2100; 54 acres, $3500; 100 acres,
Collegeville, Pa. p O R DISTRICT ATTORNEY,
$7500; 65 acres, $6500; 76 acres, $6500; 67
acres, $4000; and many others. If you Or her attorney, O. L. Evans, Norristown,
Pa.
4-ll-6t.
J. Ambler Williams,
want to sell your farm, residence or hotel,
send description to
OF NORRISTOWN, PA. Subject to Re
THOS. B. WILSON,
st a t e n o t ic e .
publican rules.
4-26.
Eagleville, Pa.
Estate of Joseph D. Rittenhouse,
late of Upper Providence, Montgomery
county, deceased. Letters of administra p O R DISTRICT ATTORNEY.
J t>. »V V. P. 8AVLOR,
tion on the above estate having been
granted the undersigned, all persons in
C. S. Sheive,
AGENTS FO K T H E C E LEB B A TE D
debted to said estate are requested to
make immediate payment, and those hav OF NORRISTOWN. Subject to Repub
ing legal claims, to present the same with
lican rules.
out delay to
REBECCA H. RITTENHOUSE,
Ofvks
p O R SHERIFF,
AMBROSE E. RITTENHOUSE,
Norristown, Pa.
JOSEPH D. RITTENHOUSE,
ChaunceyJ. Buckley,
Fairview Village, Pa.
OF HATFIELD, PA. Subject to Repub
Administrators.
lican rules.
Or their attorney. Chas. D. McAvoy, 415
Swede St., Norristown, Pa.
4-25.
p O R DISTRICT ATTORNEY,
-AND THE—
Q O TO

E

P UBEIC SAEE OF

Personal Property

OF REV. ROBERT BLIGHT, DEC’D.
Will he sold at public sale on SATUR
DAY, MAY 18, 1907, at the late residence
of the Rev. Robert Blight, deceased, one
mile southeast of Collegevilfe, Pa., and a
half mile south of Ridge Pike on the Level
Road, as follows: A library consisting of
about 600 volumes of rare and costly
works. The new International Encyclo
pedia complete, the Encyclopedia Britannica, 9th edition, complete; the History of
Science, complete; the American Encyclo
pedic Dictionary, complete; Balzac’s,
Dickens’, and Scott’s Novels, Chamber’s
Encyclopedia of English Literature and
500 other choice books. Send for cata
logue.
H ousehold G oods : Oak bedstead, bu
reau, and wasbstand, springs and mat
tress, couch bed, desk and bookcase com
bined, office desk, 3 book cases, Hammond
typewriter in good condition, parlor
heater, oil heater, cook stove, oil stove,
corner cupboard, porch rocker and other
rocking chairs, plush arm chair, leather,
cane, and wood-bottomed chairs, library,
typewriter and several other small tables,
2 rugs, couch and couch cover, corfimode,
rifle (32 cal.), one gold and 2 other watches,
3 clocks, 22 jars canned fruit and about 3
dozen empty jars, 2 trunks, 2 grips, cloth
ing a,nd underwear, bed clothes and pillows,
clothes horse, crockery ware, chamber
sets, table crockery, some fancy chinaware, cooking utensils, 2 tea kettles, 6 or
8 lamps from the smallest to the mammoth
stand lamp, 2 lanterns, baskets, buckets,
tub; 2 large stone crocks, 3-gallon atone
jug, washing machine and wash basket,
metal water pitcher, metal tea pot, ham
mock, wire rat trap and other traps, car
penter’s and gardener’s tools, lawn mower,
high wheels, coal and cut wood, apple
picker, ax, grubbing hoe, wedges, scythe
and sneathe, wood, hand and meat saws,
and many other articles too numerous to
mention. Sale to commence at 1 o’clock
p. m. Conditions, cash.
A. C. KEYSER, Administrator.
L. H. Ingram, auct.
John H. Casselberry, clerk.

4 = 0

NEW 1907

B I K

E S

Are here. All beet makes. $17.50 to $80.00.
The Recycle, easiest running bike
made.
TIRES, $1.00 up. Try our repair shop.
BASE BALL GOODS.
FISHING TACKLE8.

H . S. B ran d t,
149 W. Main 8t.,
4-4-6t.

Next to New Post Office,
NORRISTOWN, PA.

Insure Your Horses
against loss by death from disease or accidentinthe L O W E R P R O V I D E N C E
MUTUAL LIVE STOCK INSURANCE CO.
Full amount of appraisement paid when loss
occurs.
I. Z. REINER, President.
D. M. CASSELBERRY, Secretary.
WM. H. BOUD, Treasurer, Audubon.
Appraisers:
THEO. DETWILER, Eagleville.
H. H. ROBISON, Collegeville.
W. E. BEAN, Trooper.

with LOCAL APPLICATIONS, as they can
not reach the seat of the disease. Catarrh is
a blood or constitutional disease, and in or
der to care it you must take internal reme
dies. Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken intern
ally, and acts directly on the blood and mu
Dead Animals Removed
cous surfaces. Hall’s Catarrh Cure is not a
quack medicine It was prescribed by
Theodore Lane Bean,
FREE OF CHARGE.
one of the best physicians in this country for
years, and is a regular prescription. It is
OF NORRISTOWN. Subject to Repub
I
pay
abont
$1.00 per head more, in cash,
Live Stock Markets.
composed of the best tonics known, com
lican rules.
for first-class cattle or horses delivered to
Both are among the very best fencing on
PITTSBURG (Union Stock Yards)— bined with the best blood purifiers, acting
OAKS, PA., FOR
my place, than anybody else.
CATTLE steady; choice, $5.70@5.90; directly on the mucous surfaces. The per the market and for cheapness and durability
I pay for stock when I get two head or
prime, $5.50@5.70.
SHEEP slow; fect combination of the two ingredients is cannot be excelled. For particulars apply to
P
«
R
DIRECTOR
OF
THE
POOR
more at the same time and place.
Terra
Cotta
Drain
Pipe.
prime wethers, $6@6.15; culls and what produces such wonderful results in
J. G. & V. P. SAYLOR,
IST'Both ’phones—United, 629 ; Bell, 11-L.
common, $2.50@4; lambs, $5@7.65; curing catarrh. Send for testimonials free.
James K. Thomson,
Three, four, and five-inch pipe carried in
veal calves, $6.50®7. HOGS active; F. J. CHENEY & CO., Props., Toledo, O.
Near Eagleville, Pa.
Prime heavies, $6.66 @ 6.75; other
Sold by Druggists, 75 cents.
R. D. No. 1, Norristown. Bell ’phone, 45-M. stock. Any size supplied at short notice. OF PLYMOUTH TOWNSHIP. Subject
grades, $6.70®6.72%; roughs, $6.60®
PROVIDENCE SQUARE, PA.
to Republican rules.
4-25.
3 2S-3m.
Take Hall’s Family Pills for constipation.
».76 Der 100 nounda.

Page Woven Wire Fence
L IO N F E N C E .

J. U. F R A N C IS JR.,

Geo. W . Schweiker,

4

SHORT STORY ANDM ISCELLANY.

turning to Everett. Her sense a
wrong sustained gave her eloquence
and her eyes snapped as she recited >
long tale of Bromley’s wrongs. Ever
ett listened attentively, though at
times he and Temple exchanged sym
pathetic glances as some quaint tur*
of speech caught their sense of humor
By CARROLL GORDON.
“This Is a m atter that most certainlj
should be looked Into,” he said. “I d<
Copyright, 1907, by P. C. Eastment.
not believe in fines except as a last
resort. Suppose you help us get a t th«
“Do you draw up resolutions ano bottom of the trouble.”
“I’m telling you all about It now,’
things?” asked Kate Masters eagerly.
“No,” scorned Matte. “You send a she cried.
“I know,” he agreed, “but to get
committee to the boss and tell him w«
Bromley right we shall have to wait
won’t work any more.”
“I’d rather write,” declared Grac« Now, If you will explain to the others
Kelso. “I’d be scared to death to gc that the m atter will, be properly set
tied If they will go on as they havs
In there and talk to him.”
“Writing Isn’t half so good," declareo been doing for a week I think we car
-Matte. “You Just tell him what tht hand a very unpleasant surprise to tbs
m atter Is and that we’ll go on strike 11 enterprising Mr. Bromley. I t appears
Bromley Isn’t dismissed, and that’s all from the books that few fines hav<
been turned in. On account of th*
there Is to It.”
“All,” repeated Kate. “I should think number of employees the envelopes an
it would be enough. The Idea of going made up several days ahead, and th«
right In to Mr. Temple and telling him foreman of each department takes on
th a t we’re not going to work any more the fines. Now, on Saturday make •
unless Bromley Is sacked. I’d be sc note of all the fines, bring the envel
opes to me, and we will have the m at
scared I couldn’t speak.”
“I’m not afraid,” said Matie dis ter straightened out.”
Matie looked him squarely In the eye
dainfully.
“I vote that we make Matie Lester a “Do you really mean that?” she de
committee all by herself,” suggested manded.
“Most certainly,” he assured.
Grace, and the motion was unanimous
ly carried without the formality of a
“Shake hands on it,” she demanded
seconding.
Everett blushed as his fingers closed
“No, you don’t,” cried Matie. “I’ll do over the smaller hand—and lingered
the talking, but we w ant a lot of girls there.
for the committee. It has a good efMatie went back to the room with t
ftect.”
sense of importance. Word was pass
In the end a committee of five was ed along that it was all right and tc
appointed, and It was agreed that the meet on the comer after the factorj
noon hour the next day would be the closed. There was a babel of voices at
proper time for making the demand the plot was unfolded, and when ai
Matie lay awake half the night think last the Impromptu meeting adjourned
lng what she should say, and her argu Everett was lingering there.
ment was continued in her dreams.
“I saw the crowd forming,” h«
The room was all excitement the next laughed as he fell into step besid«
morning, and as the noon hour ap Matie, “and I waited to hear the out
proached the excitement grew more come.”
Intense. Every girl In the room lefl
She tucked her hand through th«
her lunch untouched to accompany the proffered arm, and together they weni
committee on its errand of protest and down the street.
left them only a t the beginning of the
The next night Everett was waiting
short hall at the end of which was again, and so on until Saturday, when
Edward Temple’s office.
a t the noon hour the girls were paid
The departure of the escort seemed off. There were the usual heavy fines
to have a bad effect on the others, for marked on the envelopes, and Matie
as Matie rapped on the door and a formed a line and marched off to the
deep voice responded, the other foui office. Bromley had already turned
girls right about faced as by common back to the cashier the fines he had
Impulse and fled down the passage collected, but a rapid computation
way.
showed that the envelopes and the
For a moment Matie watched them statement to the cashier developed a
dismayed. Then with a firm hand she discrepancy of more than $10. The
turned the knob and entered the room foreman had been detained in the of
In place of the gray haired man shs fice on a pretext, and when he left the
expected to find the room was tenant building it was in company with a
blue coated official, and the girls lin
gered on the comer to hold a jubilee
over the. downfall of their enemy.
“Who’s going to be cashier now?”
demanded one of the celebrants. Mat!«
grew red.
“I’m to be in charge for a little
while,” she said. “Mr. Everett ar
ranged that last night.”
“ That’s too bad,” said one of the
girls.
“Why, please?” demanded Matie
hotly.
“We won’t have any one to speak
for us when we want to go on strike
against you.”
“That’s so,” laughed one of the oth
ers. “All the other girls on the com
mittee ran away.”
“I guess I shall not be in charge long
enough for you to get sore on me,”
said Matie importantly. “I’m to be
married in a month.”
This was news indeed, and the girls
crowded eagerly about her. For a mo
ment she fought off their questioning
but a t last she faced them defiantly.,
“I’m going to be married to Mr. Ev
erett, if you hive to know,” she said.
“That’s what you get for being on
the committee,” said one of them en
viously.
“Well,” reminded Matie, “there’s
four of you that can’t say you didn’t
have a chance, and I don’t mind telling
“ I BEG Y OUB P A R D O N ,” S H E STAM M EREDyou that I’m glad you didn’t take it
ed only by an alert young fellow, whe Jim Everett is worth interviewing the
looked up expectantly as she ap president himself for.”
proached.
“I beg your pardon,” she stammered
D um as’ “Camille.”
“I thought that this was Mr. Temple’s
Dumas’ famous play “Camille” is a
room.”
dramatized novel. The book is called
“So it is,” he responded briskly, “and “The Lady With the Camellias,” and
this is Mr. Temple. Only it happens the author, Alexandre Dumas, Jr.,
that my father did not come down this based his central character on Marl«
morning. Anything I can do for youl Duplessis, a Parisian actress, to whose
I am Frank Temple.”
kindness and patronage he owed much
“I don’t know that you’ll do,” she of his early success. He stopped one
said dubiously. “You see, I’m a strike
day, through missing a train, at a com
—I mean a strike committee,” she cor
mon little inn at St. Germain, frequent
rected.
“A single committee Is" rather unusn ed by laborers and carters. The idea
al,” he smiled. “Do I understand that of the story struck him while there,
and he began it, writing on a corner of
you represent the factory?”
“The finishing room," she explained. the inn table. He remained there
“There were five of us, but the rest three weeks, at which time it was fin
ished. The first publisher of the story
ran away.”
“I see,” he said gravely, though his gave the young author $240 for the
eyes twinkled. “And may I ask the na privilege of printing two editions, r rgregating 2,700 copies. When Dumaa
ture of the demands to be made ?”
“It’s that horrid Jim Bromley,” she proposed a third edition he was told
exclaimed. “We don’t want more to go about his business, which he did,
money or anything, but we want a new making an immense sum for himself
foreman. He’s just as mean as can be. and his next publisher.
He wouldn’t have Bess Bradley’s ma
chine fixed the other day, and when It
Two Odd Blunders.
broke down and hurt her hand he
There stands in Westminster abbey,
docked her for the time she was away. tandon, a splendid monument of Crom
H e’s always fining us for every little well in riding attire. The spurs which
tiling, and he’s that mean”—
adorn his high boots are upside down,
Matte’s pause spoke volumes, and bra showing that while the man who cre
eyes added to the story. Temple ated the statue was an expert in this
grinned.
line he was totally unfamiliar with the
“I shall have to look Into this,” he art of riding. These reversed spurs
said. “Take a chair, please.” He left are not always noticed by visitors, but
her to herself, but presently he came those who know about them find them
back with another young man as clean one of the most Interesting features
cut as himself.
of the monument One of the famous
“Mr. Everett will look Into the mat swords wielded by that warrior, the
ter,” said Temple. “Ju st tell him about Black Prince, is to be seen in a window
the mean Mr. Bromley.”
in the same building. I t is a painted
“Now you’re laughing a t me,” said window on the landing leading from
Matie Indignantly.
the floor of the palace to the commit
“F a r from it,” he denied. “Griev tee rooms above. On the weapon held
ance committees should be treated in the bands of the prince may be read
most seriously.”
an inscription in which the words
, “And this Is serious,"' she declared, “Prince of Whales" figure prominently.
T

HATS
Trimmed Free
of Charge
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Lit Brothers

MARKET
FILBERT
EIGHTH
•EVENTH

Children’s
Colds

Philadelphia

THIS STORE CLOSES DAILY AT 5.30 P. M

WE DELIVER ALL GOODS FREE BY OUR WAGON 8ERVICE TO

usually
result
from
playing
around
windows
or
upon
floors
of
drafty unevenly heated rooms.

Collegeville, Royersford, Spring City and Phoenixville on Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays.
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EXTRA SPECIAL VALUES IN

§

PHENOMENAL BARGAINS IN

W o m e n ’s R e a d y -to -W e a r | M e n ’s, Y o u n g f l e n ’s, B o y s
G a r m e n ts
R ea d y = to -W ea r G a r m e n ts

A few selections from this week’s specials on our Sec
ond Floor.

Unusual values in our popular clothing department.

!Hen’s High-Grade

Women’s Silk-Lined Voile Skirts

Hot Water and Steam
Systems

15.00

, „ 0 f lmP°rted black voile. Made in the high gore side
Suits for
kilted model, trimmed a t foot with deep
Special Sale of Regular $20 to $26 Hand Finished. Merbands of taffeta silk. Drop foundation of
chant Tailored Garments—Best Suits Shown This Season,
guaranteed taffeta silk. Elegant $18 60
i, . T?®
sult y°u ever saw for $15—splendid fabrics,
skirts, marked here a t.............................
, latest cut, highest class workmanship. Pins worsteds, css>
simeres
and
cheviots
in the new shades of gray: checks
Women’s Tailored Silk and Cloth Jackets
i plaids, overplaids and mixtures in worsteds, oheviots and
Black taffeta silk, black broadcloth, tan covert cloth ! Tgours; also blue and black serge and unfinished worsteds
and fancy mixtures. Various stylish models—Eton, corset i and black Thibet. Cut in the latest two- and three-button
fitted and hip-length Jackets, and 25-inch pony coats; also i sack coat styles, with broad shoulder», wide lapels focmthree-quarter length (unlined) styles. Some
i fitting or semi-fitting backs, and with or without centre
plain tailored, others handsomely trimmed. A A O I vents. Full or half lined. Some have cuffs on sleeves PegThe shorter coats are lined with satin. *§• U A
>top trousers. Sizes 34 to 42—stouts up to 46.
Really worth $7.50—specially priced here a t . .
*'

12.98

Women’s Handsome Silk Coats

Of natural color pongee or black taffeta silk. Up-to-date
models—full three-quarter length, in plain loose hanging
effect; finished over shoulders with deep
appllqued cape. Three-quarter sleeves, 4
f \ O
with deep turned cult W orth $16.50— I A t v A
here a t.......
.................................. .
m
'

warm evenly
and
genially
the
entire house
—no cold rooms
or
IDEAL Boilers and
hallways.
AMERICAN Radiators
ONE OF THE VERY
BEST BOILERS ON
THE MARKET.

¡Hen’s Suits for
_
Regular $15 & $18 Garments * 0 » 0 0

Gray and blue-toned worsteds; cheviots and oassimeros
i in the new checks, stripes and plaids; also blue and black
I serge and black Thibet. Single or double-breasted sack
i coats with broad shoulders, wide lapels, form-fitting or
| semi-fitting backs, with or without oentre vents. Sizes $4
; to 42—stouts up to 46.

The undersigned will furnish and erect
ID E A !. B O IL E R S and guarantea satis
faction. Will also famish and erect the
!Boys’ $4.00 Suits
F R E E D B O IIiE R S — excellent steam
Here for only
Really worth $20 and $25. Very stylish new effects in
check, stripe and plaid all-wool mixtures. Single or doubleNobby Spring styles in light and dark cheviots and oas- makers, safe, and satisfactory—manufact
breasted coats; Prince Chap or 26-inch Semi-fitted models. ; slmeres, in checks, stripes and mixtures. Sailor, Russian ured by the Steam Fitters’ Heater Company
Jackets lined with silk or satin. E xtra full flaring skirts, i blouse, West End Norfolk and double-breasted stjrlss. of Collegeville. Windmills furnished and
gore plaited. Finely tailored, handsomely finished suits.
i Sizes 3 to 16 years.
erected, Hand Pumps supplied and placed,
Second Floor, Eighth and Filbert Streets.
Second Floor, Market and Seventh Streets.
I
all kinds of Steam Fitting and Plumb
ing done at reasonable prices.
ooooooooooooooooooooooooo
OOOOOOOOO000000000000000660—

Misses’ and Little
Women’s Suits

15.00

2.50

A SPECIA L PIANO OFFER

$ 1.00

J . H . BOLTON,
4-4.

5ends to Your Home
the Latest riodel of the
Celebrated

Winthrop Piano
A Regular $350 Instrum ent, /|%
which we Specially Price for this
occasion a t - - - - - ' r

h

rv
I I
V/

There are three points where weddings
| touch the life of this store :

Engagement Rings,

Here’s a Clear Saving of $100.00. We Give You Five Years' Time
In Which to Pay For It (If You So Desire) at the Rate of

$ [ .00

$4.00

■LIT B R O T H E R S :

Wedding Rings,

Monthly

THIS PIANO IS FULLY GUARANTEED FOR TEN YEARS. It has an unusually beautiful, sweet, cleajr tons
We Include with the Piano, absolutely free of charge, a handsome revolving stool to match, and a beautiful scarf of
your own selection. We keep the Plano in tune for one year free of charge. We deliver the Piano free to purchasers
In Maryland, Delaware, Pennsylvania and New Jersey. If you cannot call in person, our representative will be
pleased to visit you, day or evening, with full pai iculars.
Piano Department, Lit Brothers

Wedding Gifts.
You will find us thoroughly prepared at
all these points whatever your price re[ quirements.

■LIT B R O T H E R S :

J. D. S A L L A D E s
Jeweler and Optician,

Q E O . A. W E N R IC K ,
— DEALER IN —

----- USE CULBERT’S _
_

DIARRHOEA M IX T U R E
Will cure your Diarrhoea, Dysentery, Cholera Morbus, and all bowel troubles.

Best Tooth Powder, TO Cents a Box. :

Corn Cure, 10 Cents a Bottle.

FINE BOX PAPER ALWAY8 ON HAND AT

S to v e s,

C O L L E G E V IL L E , P A .

Hot Air Furnaces,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
Tin Kooflng and Spouting Done

Roofs Repaired and Repainted. Stove
Castings and Fire Bilcks Supplied. Jobbing
promptly attended to.
4,4.

---- IT WILL ----

of

SUMMER FURNITURE

ALL GOODS MARKED IN PLAIN FIGURES.
Porch Rockers, Go-Carts, Refrigerators, Ice Chests, Lawn 8wings, and I
carry a full line of all kinds of FURNITURE used in the hou ehold and office.
We do not claim to be MANUFACTURERS, but buy all our goods in large
quantities, which enables us to sell MUCH CHEAPER than the SMALL
MANUFACTURER.
Before making a purchase come and EXAMINE MY STOCK and GET
PRICES. You will save money. And you will find everything in the furni
ture line.
The immense stock comprises style, workmanship and materials that are
the product of the beet manufacturers.

E X T R A V A G A N T C LA IM S
in advertising may Induce some persons to make one purchase, but the bulk
of my business is with customers who have dealt with me year after year, and
their friends—a guarantee that they are satisfied. An inspection of my stock
verifies all my statements.
SOLE AGENT FOB

Globe-Wernicke Elastic Book Cases
and Yawman <fc Erbe Filing Cabinets.
Storage for household goods. Each party’s goods stored in separate rooms.

G U S E G O L F

ft
ft
ft

I YOU WILL
I HAKE NO
I

MISTAKE f t

86 AND 138 W. MAIN ST.,

In DRY GOODS, GROCER
IES, DRIED FRUIT8, CANNED
GOODS, or in any department of
the big store on the corner you
will find wnat you want at the
right price.
Ready-made v Pantaloons and
Overalls, Overshoes, and Freed’s
Boots and Shoes are among the
specialties.

C H A S . A. S A B L L O S K Y ,
26 AND 138 W. MAIN STREET,
10-11.
NORRI8TOWN, PA.

Crockery and Glassware, Paints,
Oil, Putty, Hardware.

VALLEY
P ERKIOMEN
Mutual Fire Insurance Co.
• f Montgomery County.

ft
ft

ft

ft

ft

f*
Gents' Furnishing Goods in
variety.
Tfc

Incorporated May 13, 1871.

W. P. FESTON, ftI

InsuresAgainstFireandStorni,

C O L L E G E V IL L E . P A .

f&

INSURANCE IN FORCE, $10,000,000.

A. D. FETTEROLF, S ec r eta r y .

now .

M

BS. M. E. VANDERSLICE’S

E A T IN G HOUSE,
Main St., between Barber Shop and Post Offloe

Collegeville, Pa.
Meals to order: eatables furnished at all
Oysters, all styles; families supplied.
Regular office day of the Secretary, Thurs times.
Ice Cream, etc. Prices reasonable; terms cash.
day of each week ; also every evening.
Patronage solicited.

Norristown, Pa.

Subscribe

I.

w^ereyou can get GOOD SERVICEABLE
SHOES for Men, Women and Children
at the LOWEST POSSIBLE
PRICES.
We give $10.00 of Crown Trading 8tamps
on all purchases of $1.00 or more.

H. W. KRATZ, President,

8 -p ag e s, $ 1 .

ft

In making your purchases at
FENTON’S 8TORE. Years of
experience enables the proprietor
to know just what to buy, how
to buy, and how to sell the thou
sand and more articles kept in
stock in a thoroughly equipped
general store.

C O L L E G E V IL L E , PA .

TELEPHONES—Keystone 70. Bell 10A.

52 Numbers,

S

Office or the Company;

113 E. M a in St. Norristown, Pa.

I nd epen d en t—

|#

SABELOSKY’S SHOE STORES,

O N E FRIGE STORE

he

ft

---- TO VISIT------

The Largest and Best Selected Stock in the County.

SPECIAL SPRING SALE

I ft

PA Y YOU

-3 FIN E FURNITURE

Norristown, Pa.

$$

■When in Norristown «>
HEADQUARTERS FOR

16 E. Maiii St.

R ange s,

with Beat Ouality Material.

CULBERT’S DRUG STORE,

C O E E E G E V II.E E , P A .

SHORT STORY AND MISCELLANY
Io o

.RPHANS* COURT OF MONTGOMERY
COUNTY, PA. NOTICE OF FILING
AND AUDIT OF ACCOUNTS.
Notice is hereby given to heirs, legatees,
creditors, and ail parties in int; rest', that the
following accounts bave been filed in the
— AND —
office of the Register of Wills or Clerk of
Orphans' Court, as ibe case may be, of said
county, on the <ptes below stated, that said
executors, administrators, guardians and
trustees have settled their accounts in said
office; and that tbe same will be presented
to the Orphans’ Court of said county on
May 21, 1907, at 10 o'clock a.
Also REPAIR Spectacles and Tuesday,
m., for confirmation, at which time tbe
Honorable
William F. Solly^ President
Eye Glasses of All Kinds,
Judge of said Court, will sit in Court Room
No. 3, in the Court House, to audit t aid ac
counts bear and pass upon exceptions
wherever filed, and m >ke distribution of tbe
balance ascertained to be in tbe hands of
Slid accountants.
No. 1—Erickson—March 26—First and
final account of Bessie T. Erickson, ad
ministratrix of August J. Erickson, late of
23» HIGH STREET,
Lower Merion, deceased
10-11.
POTTSTOWN, PA. No. 2 —N ic e —March 30—First and final
account of Harper Nice, administrator of
Anna E. Nice, late of Whitpain township,
deceased.
No. 3—Livsey—April 1—First and final ac
count of Samuel E. Livsey, administrator
of Sarah Livsey, late of West Consho
hocken, deceased.
No. 4—Kratz—April 2 - First and final ac
count of William G. Kinzey, surviving
guardian and trustee of Ida Kratz, late a
minor.
No. 5—Dettre—April 5—First and final ac
count of Amanda M. Dettre, administra
$8 T O $25,
trix of James P. Dectrc, late of Worcester,
deceased.
The clothes here boast No. 6—J ones—April 10—First and partial
of Abraham H. Jones, et. al., ad»
the distinction of having account
ministrators of George M. Jones, late of
Upper Providence, deceased.
been designed and tail No. 7—8tark—April 11—First and final ac
of Samuel C. Stark, executor of
ored by creators of fash count
ChristianS Stark, late of Lower Merion,
deceased.
ions in clothes.
No 8—H eller—April 12—First and final
account of John P. Kline, executor of
William Heller, late of Upper Hanover,
deceased.
No 9—Thomas—April 13—First and final
account of Margaret J. Thomas, adminis
They’re made in New tratrix
of Francis L. Thomas, late of Nor
deceased.
York, where all styles No.ristown
10—Earnshaw — April 16-^-First and
account of William H. Earnshaw,
are born, to order and fit final
administrator of Emma E. Earnshaw, late
of
Bridgeport,
deceased.
and look as though the
No. 11—Chandlnr—April 16—First and
wearer had been meas final account of Ida S. Vanskite, execu
trix of Susan Chandler, late of Norristown,
ured for them.
deceased.
No. 12—Rossiter—April 19—First and final
of Montgomery Trust Company,
Suits,
:
$8 to $25 account
trustee for Annie T. Tustin, late Rossiter,
under will of William Rossiter, late of
deceased.
Fancy Vests, : $1 to $5 No.Norristown,
13—Cummings— April 16—First and
final account of James Fennell, adminis
trator of James Cummings, late of Norris
town, deceased.
No. 14—Boyer—April 17—First and final
account of Joseph L. Kmdy, administrator
of Eliza J. Boyer, late of Norristown,
deceased.
15—Scholl—April 17—First and final
Our ambition grows No.account
of John C. Boorse, executor of
David H. School, late of Lower Salford
w ith every year. Our township,
deceased.
erman—April 18—First and final
hats are always good. No.16—G
account of Annie H. Gehman and John G.
Gehman, administrators of Abraham 8.
Now they are better than Getiman,
late of Upper Hanover, deceased
ever.
No. 17—Rex—April 18—First and final ae
count of the Norristown Trust Company,
of Mary A. Rex, late a minor.
Stiff Hats,
$1 to $5 No.guardian
18—Edwards—April 18—First and final
account of the Montgomery Trust Com
guardian of John B. Edwards, late a
Soft Hats,
50c. to $5 pany,
minor.
No. 19—Bean—April 18—First and final ac
count of the Montgomery Trust Cdmpany,
guardian of Sallie Pearl Bean, late a
minor.
No. 20—Kulp (now Fuss) — April 18 —
First and final account of the Montgomery
Trust Company, guardian of Annie C.
5 0 C E N T S .
Culp, (now Fuss) late a minor.
No. 21—Miller—April 19—First and final
of Alien T. Miller, et. at., execu
The distinctive styles account
tors of the estate of James G. Miller, late
of Lower Pottsgrove, deceased.
that mark them entirely No 22—Cober—April 19—First and final
of Oswin N. Kober and Edwin
new and “ sm art” are account
Kober. administrators of the estate ofJohn
late of Salford township, deceased.
here. They are also ex No.Kober,
23 8tetson—April 19—First account
George A. Elsasser and J. Howell
clusive b e c a u s e t h e of
Cummings, executors of tbe estate of John
maker of our neckwear B. Stetson, late of Cheltenham, deceased.
24—Rickard April 20—Account of
controls the design and NoJoseph
Mebaffey, executor of Mary A.
deceased.
they cannot be had else No.Rickard,
25—P h ip p s —April 20—First and final
account of Arnold A. Phipps, administra
where.
tor of Margaret A. Phipps, late of More
land, deceased.
No. 26—Hauck—April 20—First and final
account of James Bernhart and Clara
Hauck, executors of Simon Hauck, late of
Fret;erick township, deceased.
No. 27—Saylor—April ’20—First and final
account of John 8. Smith, executor of
221 High Street,
Azariah G. Saylor, late of -Upper Providence,
deceased.
POTTSTOWN. PA.
No. 28—Himes—April 20—First and final ac
count of John S. Himes, administrator of
Amanda Himes, late of Norristown, dec'd.
No 29—Kulp—April 20—First and partial
account of John 8. Kulp, Joseph G. Trank
and Jeremiah B. Larzelere, Jr-, executors
of Samuel N. Kulp, late of Abington, de
ceased.
No 30—W ilson—April 20—First and final
account 01 Charlotte F. Potter, Mary E
Jobson and Wilbelmina C. McNamee, ad
ministrators of Gbarles F. Wilson, late of
—AND—
Jenkintown, deceased.
No. 31—Mullin—April 20—First and final
. account ol Joseph W. Hunter, trustee un
der the will of Richard Mullin, late of
Jenkintown, deceased, tbe life tenants or
beneficiaries namely, Patrick Mullin and
Mary Mullin, both being deceased, the
former having died on Feb. 29, 1904* and
the latter February 7. 1907.
No 32—Lyons—April 20—First and final ac
count of Agnes M. Lyons, administratrix
of James J. Lyons, deceased.
EDWARD J. CAINE,
Register of Wills and ex-officio Clerk of
POTTSTOWN, PENN’A.
Orphans' Court.
Designs and Estimates Furn
ished Free ef Charge.
5 0 YEAR S’

W E

O

A V ery Im p o rtan t M atter * TEST EYES I
to know is where to get the REST CHOPPIKti' done and
get a fall line of the REST FEED, such as Wheat Bran, Corn Bran, No.
1 Sugar Feed, Linseed Meal, Oats, Cracked Corn, Oats Feed for plenty milk, etc.,
etc., at the Lowest Cash Prices.
Tou will find it at
For F A R M E R S

where to

Clamer’s CollegevUle Grist M ills,
Lately remodeled and put in fine shape for business.
glad to see you, and supply your wants at short

Come and inspect. We will be
notice.

Respectfully,

F J. CLAMER.
EMIL KLAU8FELDER, Manager.
IOOI

B a n k in g

M ade

S afe
I am fully equipped at my New
Location, Ridge Pike, one-third
mile South of Perkiomen Bridge,
to serve my old patrons and In
vite new ones to give me a trial.
All work guaranteed.
Carriages and Business
Wagons Built to Order
at Right Prices.
Now ready for Spring Painting
and Varnishing. Rubber Tiring
done in the shop. Horseshoeing
and General Repairing. Keystone
’Phone.
B. H. GRATER,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

by depositing your funds with this
strong institution having under
its control assets

OVER

$ 4 ,2 5 0 ,0 0 0

and managed by these
DIRECTORS WHO DIRECT:
Horace C. Jones
[John W. Loch
Anion W. Geiger
Ashley P. Hunter
Henry C. Biddle
Henry M. Tracy
S. H. Orr
Jji. H. Larzelere
Horace C. Coleman
Hervey C. Gresh
|j. A. Strassburger
J. Frank Boyer
Matthias L. March
[John Walton
ij. p. Hale Jenkins
Frank B. Wildman
Montgomery Evans Frank S. Yeakle
HrvinP. Knipe
Francis J. Clamer
H. K. Regar

m

Norristown Trust Co. YOST’S LIVERY
DeKalb and Main Sts.

RAILROAD HOUSE

COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
Good teams furnished promptly
at reasonable prices.

Usually a lot of Second-hand
Vehicles on Hand for Sale
Cheap.

H E N R Y Y O ST , JR.

HOLD ON THERE!

Be careful not to place your orders for Both 'Phones.
building or other Lumber uatll we have bad
k chance to estimate on your wants. We
are certain to give yon entire satisfaction as
to the Lumber itself and its delivery.
Established • . 1975.
EWe may save you a dollar or two, also.

THE OLD STAND

Come and see us.

IW:H. GRISTOCK’S SONS
COAL, LUMBER, FEED,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

AND

(Successor to John S. Kepler,!

TRAPPE, PA.

IN VARIETY.
Full assortment of Cakes and Confection
ery always on hand. Ice Cream and Water
lees. Special attention given to supplying
Weddings and Parties.

JOHN H. CUSTER,
32ju.

COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

THE ENTERPRISE
I will have the assistance of Daniel Shuler,
p undertaker of many years' experience,
Jtoa shall spare no effort to meet the fullest
¡expectations of those who will entrust me to
pervethem.
Will meet trains at all Stations. Or■ r®received by telephone or telegraph. 5-2

—AND—

G-ranite "Works.

Walnut Street and Seventh
Ave., Royersford, Pa.

FIRST-CLASS WORK. LOW PRICES.

THE B E ST HARNESS
m ade to o r d e r .

w.

E. JOHNSON,

PROVIDENCE SQUARE, PA
J^^Promptly obtain U. 8. and Foreign

PATENTS

, ^ <reportei’n
JHowtóseo£?( ^

?rKP Îoto of invention for

For free
free hnek
book.
n ta“ lity.
hty- For
S ^ T R A n F -M flR ifR

S P R IN G

C lo t li. e s

MADE IN NEW YORK.

S p r in g H

ats

!

When in Norristown, Pa..
STOF AT THE

RAMBO HOUSE,
(Opposite Court House).

HORACE STORB
M arb le

G ra n ite
W o rk s,

i f ’ 149 High St.

-----0O0---\ T O R R I 8 T O W S r HERALD
IX B O O K BINDERY. Binding,
Job Ruling, Perforating, Paging, Number
ing, Blank Books for Banks and Business
Houses, given special attention. Magazines
Stabling for 100 horses. Rates reasonable. bound
and repairing done quickly and
cheaply.
Estimates cheerfully furnished.
Both English and German spoken.
Address,
MORGAN R. WILLS, Proprietor.

First-class Accommodations for Han
and Beast.

T rade Ma rks
D e s ig n s
C o p y r ig h t s A c .

Anyone sending a sketch and description may
ascertain our opinion free w h e th e r an
invention is probably patentable. C o m m u n ica
tio n s strictly confidential. Handbook on Patents
sent free. Oldest agency for securing patents.
Patents taken through Munn & Co. receive
special notice, without charge, in the
q u ic k ly

P. K. Gable, Proprietor. ECZEMA and PILE CURE
FREE

P P u f Ì o . U- s * P aten t Office!
W a s h in g t o n d . c .

Custer, Jewelers

■5K MARBLE K€- R . M . R O O T ,
H. S. BRANDT, « Proprietor.

¡brînli8*??0^
harness supplies, saddles,
wint*
blankets for summer and
RFp i i brooms, combs, brushes, &c.
n Î f ™ ® OF HARNE88 a specialty.
r° n to box**^8 ^ rade ctears- Special atten-

And Replace Broken Lenses

WINNING
MISS EDITH.
By Jam es Heclow.
Copyright, 1907, by M. M. Cunningham.
“Why so glum?” asked Carl Bray as
Millie hurried up.
“You look as
though you had ju st come from the
funeral of your best friend.”
“I come from the burial of hopes,”
she said. “I had a perfectly horrid
time with Aunt Edith this morning.”
“Doesn’t she want a nephew-in-law?”
he asked, growing grave.
“When I told her that I had known
you for some time and th at you want
ed permission to call, she answered
that I must have shown how much I
cared.”
“That’s no> crime,” he said softly.
“Not that,” she agreed, “but she
said that if I had known you long
enough to care for you and you had
not sought her permission to pay at
tention to me you were not the sort of
man to make a good husband and that
I must never see you again.”
“But she never goes into society,” he
protested, “and we were in love with
each other before It ever occurred to
us to ask permission of her to do so.”
“I told her all that,” answered Mil
lie, “but it did no good. When Annt
Edith has her mind made up, there is
no use trying to change It.”
“There Isn’t?” he said, with a snap
of bis determined Jaw. “I’ll land the
old lady yet. You watch me. So don’t
worry, dear. I’ll make her like me
whether she wants to or' not. Don’t
you think I can?” he asked as her
face did not clear.
“You’re a dear,” she said hesitating
ly, “but Aunt Edith Is awfully stub
born.”
“But you don’t know how fascinat
ing I can be to old ladies,” he Insist
ed. “Sometimes I think I should have
done better had I given up my busi
ness to become a book agent selling
something that appeals to old ladies.”
“Aunt Edith hates book agents,” she
said dolefully.
“Well, I’m not one yet,” he laughed.
“I t will all come out all right.”
Millie took comfort from his confi
dence, but Carl was by no means as
certain as he tried to appear. Miss
Edith Ormsby was not a person to be
easily won. She lived in the past. Life
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had stopped for her when the man she
was to marry was killed in a railroad
wreck.
She had become a recluse in the
handsome house at the foot of the
Claire street hill. When her sister died
and left her little daughter to Miss
Edith's care, she had lightened a little
thé rigors of her life, but she had
never gone Into society, and she was
still of the belief that an honorable
suitor first made application to the
parents of the girl he loved before he
Bued for her hand.
When Millie confessed th at she loved
Carl Bray and he had asked that he
might see the old lady, she gasped, real
izing what would happen, but she had
conveyed his request bravely enough,
only to be met by a rebuff.
She had been ordered never to see
Carl again, and Miss Edith had depart
ed to interview Drina Newhall, who
chaperoned Millie when she went out
in society.
Carl left the girl with a heavy heart,
though his parting was a laughing assurance that all would come right. Almost unconsciously he turned his steps
toward the. hill. He had half promised
to drop over and see how the new
coasting bob was working. He and his
two small nephews had put a lot of
work In the construction of the bobs,
and today was the first time there had
been a chance to use them.
The Claire street hill was the recog
nized coasting point- There were no
Intersecting car tracks, teamsters were
used to watching the point, and there
was but little traffic.
He found the small boys aglow with
pride. By cunningly weighting the
sleds the bobs had turned out the fast
est on the hill, and Carl readily fell in
with their suggestion that he try their
speed.
He had made two trips and was pre
paring for the third when he noticed
an old lady standing watching the
boys. There was a wistfulness In her
eyes that appealed to him. and he
stepped up.
“Won’t you try a ride?” he asked

pleasantly. “The hill is in splendid
shape.”
“Nonsense!” was the energetic re
ply. “I have not ridden on those
things since I was a little girl.”
“All the more reason you should
seek to renew the pleasure,” he smil
ed. “It’s great fun.”
“The last time I coasted down this
bill was in the winter of 1872. I was
nineteen then.”
“Be nineteen again,” he pleaded»'
held by the look of longing in her eyes.
“I t’s helped me wonderfully today.
I ’ll be careful. Will you come?”
Carl bad spoken the truth when ha
told Millie that he was successful witli
the old ladies. There were a genial
frankness In his manner and an hon
est look In his face that won regard
and confidence. For a moment the
old lady hesitated; then with a little
laugh she stepped off the curb,
“If any one sees me I shall tell
them that you hypnotized me,” she
warned as, smiling with excitement,
she took her place on the seat. Carl
took the tiller, and Ben and Bobby
gained a running start before they
threw themselves on.
They shot down the hill with an easy
motion that deceived as to the speed.
The trees lining the sidewalk flew
past, and twice Carl forged ahead of
some other sled, and his passengers
echoed the triumphant shouts voiced
by the boys.
She rose reluctantly as they at last
came to a stop. Her eyes sparkled,,
and there was a soft flush in her yel
low cheeks. “I was nineteen for
awhile,” she smiled at Carl. “I did not
Imagine that I should enjoy it so.”
“Try It again,” he urged promptly.
“I’ll help you up.”
For a moment she wavered; then, ac
cepting the proffered arm, she started
back up the hill. They stood chatting
at the top while waiting for the boys
to drag up the heavy bobs. She told of
the old days, while he listened with
respectful attention, and once or twice
she even joined his good natured ban
ter as some of the boys they had pass
ed came along.
Then the boys arrived with the bobs,
and a second time she carefully tucked
her skirts about her and prepared for
the swift descent. This time three
sleds started out together to race. She
entered into the spirit of the occasion
and nearly lost her balance looking
back to see how far behind they were
leaving their competitors.
So intent upon the race was she th at
as the bobs came to a stop she never
noticed the horrified young woman
standing on the sidewalk until a shock
ed “Auntie!” attracted her attention.
“Don’t you sgy a word about my
rheumatism,” she ordered briskly.
“This young gentleman has given me
back my youth, and you don’t have
rheumatism when you’re only nine
teen.”
“W ant to have a ride, too, Millie?”
laughed Carl. His passenger faced him
quickly.
“Do you mean to say that you are
the young reprobate who has been try
ing to steal’ my girl away?” she de
manded.
.“You’ve got it all wrong,” he ex
plained. “I’m not a reprobate, and I’m
not trying to steal Millie. We never
expected to leave—that Is, unless yon
want us to.”
“And this was all part of a plan to
gain my good humor?” she went on.
“Believe me,” he said earnestly. “I
had no idea who you were. It seemed
to me th at you wanted to take a trip,
and It had done me so much good th at
I wanted you to try It.”
For a moment her sharp eyes search
ed his face. Then she put out her
hand.
“I believe you, Carl.” she said. “Sup
pose you come home with Millie and
me and talk It over. I suppose that
even courtships are different nowa
days, so I shall ’not hold that against
you.”
Carl lingered in the hall to struggle
with his overcoat and to whisper to
Millie, “I told you so.” Miss Edith
heard the soft sound that followed,
but she only smiled indulgently, for
Carl had won two hearts Instead of
one.

Courtroom Repartee.
The following anecdote is related of
Judge Thornton, who was chief justice
of the court of common pleas in New
Hampshire and judge of the superior
court of the state in the eighteenth
century.
While he was presiding in the com
mon pleas a counsel who was making
the closing argument to the jury in a
protracted case on a warm afternoon
discovered that the presiding judge on
the bench was absorbed in reading a
book, and his associate was soundly
sleeping by his side. The advocate
turned to the jury and, with indignant
emphasis, remarked. “Gentlemen, my
! unfortunate client has no hope but In
| your attention, since the court in their
! wisdom will not condescend to hear his
case!” Of course there was no sleep
j ing on the bench after that, but Judge
Thornton looked up from his book and
remarked: “When you have anything
to offer, Mr. ---- , which is pertinent to
the case on trial the court will be hap
py to hear you. Meantime 1 may as
well resume my reading.”
Doubtless He Did So.
A certain young preacher was much
disliked by his congregation for his
foolishness and conceit. He considered
himself greatly persecuted and. meet
ing an old German friend of his on the
street one day, began to tell his woes,
ending up by saying: “And Mr. Brown,
the church warden, actually called me
a ‘perfect ass.’ My cloth prevents me
from resenting insults, but I think I
should refer to it in the pulpit next
Sunday. What would yon advise?”
“Mein frtendt,” said the old German,
with a twinkle in his eye. “I know not,
but I t’ink dat all you can do vlll pe
yonst to bray for dem as usual!*—Lipni|w»ntt’s
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E ditor M eredith ’s Central News, of

Perkasie, Bucks county, began volume
•twenty-seven last week. The News is an ex
cellent newspaper, its editor is original, ver
satile and epigrammatic, and therefore always
interesting. Long live the News and its
editor.
A nother terrible railway disaster has
been added to the long list of similar casu
alties. Thirty persons are dead as the result
of the wreck at Honda, Colifornia, of a special
train of New York and Pennsylvania Nobles
of the Mystic Shrine, homeward bound, on
Saturday last. Of the number killed sixteen
were from Reading.

Two important House bills were ap
proved by the Senate at Harrisburg, last
week. One relates to the establishing of one
or more consumptive camps, carrying with it
an appropriation for $600,000, and the au
thority to utilize 500 acres of forest reser
vation for each camp. The other bill pro
vides for rigid meat inspection under direc
tion of the State Live Stock Sanitary Board.
R eno , Nevada, has a mail carrier who

can neither read nor write, not because the
Government desires this sort of clerk in the
service, but because the postmaster cannot
secure applicants for the position from the
ranks of those who are making more money
in other lines. The cost of living is so high
in Reno that no one wishes to try his luck
with the chance of promotion in the civil ser
vice. John Duvrey, recently over from
France, has started to serve as mail carrier,
and, although he can neither read npr write,
he compares the numbers on the houses with
the address and manages to hold down his job.
I n the closing days of the Pennsylvania
Legislature there appears to be a good deal of
utter recklessness. The appropriations up
to date amount to $47,500,000, a sum far be
yond the total accumulation of State revenues
within the next two years.
The soldiers’
pension bill, calling for several millions,
passed the House, Monday. The Governor’s
position is a trying one. If some of the larger
appropriations are not vetoed, the charitable
institutions must suffer. Sharpen your ax,
Governor, and nerve yourself to hew to the
line of your deliberate judgment.
married pastor of the Apostolic
Holiness Union Church of Harrington, Dela
ware, wrote a very effusive love letter to one
of the youfig ladies of his charge and then by
mistake directed the letter to a county official
who has to do with the granting of marriage
licenses. The official opened the letter and
expectecLto find an application for a license.
He was surprised when he read the unsigned
letter and proceeded to make inquiry as to
the author of the very affectionate epistle.
The pastor turned up, acknowledged that he
had written the letter and demanded posses
sion of it. Possession was refused. The
official made no effort to shield the pastor and
the scandal spread far and wide. The pastor
avers: “I know I have done no wrongin the
sight of heaven. I never loved my wife, and
God intended Della to be my affinity.” A
rather startling statement, this, yet not su r
prising. Men who train themselves into the
belief that they are^ informed as to the in
tentions of God, are quite liable to accord to
God the credit for most any whim or notion,
good or scoundrelly, that happens to be
evolved by their own biased brains. Their
intentions, purposes, and designs are in keep
ing with God’s will; they know it, and that
settles it. Those who doubt are damned.
We have no more pity or condemnation for
the Delaware pastor than for any other
similar moral delinquent, of any avocation or
profession. He should be dealt with justly,
and with no more severity than the moral
welfare of society demands. If he secures
the pardon of his wife and behaves himself in
the future, he should be heartily encouraged
in any good or legitimate' work that he may
undertake. The keeping alive of the odium of
T he

the past errors of humanity, is not a manly or
womanly act, after those who have erred have
condoned for their errors and are trying to
go straight with a fair degree of success. I t is
well to remember what Christ once spake to Curious Custom of Hanging Them
Outside the Doors.
the multitude bent on stoning an erring
woman to death: “Let him that is without sin
east the first stone.” The stoning act was HOUSES LOCKED, YET OPEN.
abandoned. * * * The exhibition of moral
lassitude by certain correspondents to Phila The Dangling Key Informs You the
Tenants Are Out, but Friends Who
delphia papers is almost as rank as the un Call Are at Liberty to Unlock the
Door and Enter and Rest.
savory episode itself.
In essence these
scribblers have been howling at tbe court When the Swedes go calling, they
official for not shielding the pastor and.help lock up and then hang the door key on
the bell or the doorknob or some other
ing him to keep the pastor’s love lane quiet conspicuous
place. When they go visit
and serene, instead of bringing his miscon ing for a few weeks, bolts and bars are
duct before the public. The logic of their slid Into place, and then out goes the
miserably wretched and immoral sentimen key. If the house is shut up for an en
tire season or a full year, the gayly
talism is that a wrongful act only becomes swinging door key says “Not a t home”
such when it is found out. They are evidently to passersby.
as much in need of sound ethical training as , There is no kicking your heels on the
doormat in Sweden while the bell or
is tbe Delaware pastor.
knocker awakes the echoes in an emp
ty house. Agents, peddlers, friends
and relatives all know this message of
T he Republican political situation in this the door key and seeing it out pass by.
county affords abundant opportunity to note As can be readily imagined, this
the vagaries and inconsistencies of human strange custom has been put to good
use in many instances when visitors
animals bent upon gratifying their ambitions. were not wanted. Instead of telling
The gyrating campaign of the relatively new the maid to inform callers th at Mrs.
Jones is not at home the mistress says
combination of county saviors evidences at to
Jennie: “Hang out the door key at 3
least indistinct indications of “ brainstorm ” o'clock this afternoon and bring it in
t 5. I don’t wish to see any one for a
emergencies.
Perhaps the most recent afew
hours.”
“screamer” is the Penrosescare promulgated About the first of the month in cer
districts door keys swing to the
as-one of the last cards to make the combine’s tain
breezes in'Ngreat numbers, and collect
apparent assurance of success still more as ors, knowing the custom and also its
suring, to the combine. Upon analysis, what misuse, scratch their heads in perplex
ity at this not at home signal.
does this amount to? Members of the Legis Many amusing stories are told of
lature, who will vote for United States Sena creditors sitting down to aw ait the re
of their man while the debtor sat
tor are not to be elected this year. Suppose turn
on the other side of the locked door
even, such elections were to takq place? :Will and chuckled. There have been in
stances where a collector has taken
any Republican assume that Charles Johuson the
key, unlocked the door and entered
is more under obligations to exert his influ the house to be met by the owner, who
laughed over his ruse. Again a
ence in behalf of Senator Penrose than is calmly
creditor has entered a house in which
State Senator Roberts ? Will any Republican he supposes the owner to be hiding on
announce such an assumption and undertake ly to find it vacant and to be caught by
the irate master, arrested and made to
to furnish evidence in support of it? Senator pay a fine, while the debtor got an ex
Roberts leader and leader, by proxy, of the tension of time on his bill.
illegitimate uses of this very
aggregation of units determined to “reform” oldThese
custom of not only leaving the
themselves into office, will hardly take it upon latchstring out, but also putting the
key at the disposal of all who
himself now to declare that be himself, as door
pass, are not discovered at first glance,
Senator, will not vote for the re-election of and they are really very much in the
for Sweden is pre-eminently
Senator P enrose! He will say that he will minority,
an honest land. In and around about
be guided by tbe majority Republican senti Stockholm there is very little need of
or strong boxes, for every
ment in the county. That is exactly Charles policemen
man, however low down In the social
Johnson’s position, in so far as it relates in scale, seems to have due respect for
property.
any way to tbe issue illogically, inconsistently another’s
Although a few of the more suspi
and noisily raised by his enemies, and it is cious, or the foreigners who have not
entirely reasonable and fair; any other posi been brought up in this strange cus
tom of leaving the door key out, may
tion would be entirely dictatorial. The lock up with bolts from the inside and
political bamboozlers should try to be fair, if use another door for exit when they
leave home for an extended visit, the
for no reason than for the sake of expediency, old
residents actually leave their homes
for the average Republican, like the average at the disposal of any who may care to
citizen, with his eyes open, hates to be hum enter.
Friends who call and find the key
bugged. * * * At a hurrah meeting o flth e out feel a t perfect liberty to unlock the
enter and rest a bit before pass
Roberts, Bean, et. ah', contingent in the lower door,
ing on. Strangers seldom misuse the
end of the county the other evening, Theo. confidence.
Lane Bean, Esq., candidate for District- The custom started ages ago when It
was the usual thing for “holy men” or
Attorney in opposition to Conrad Shelve, priests to travel through Swedish vil
Esq., exclaimed : “If you are for Johnson lages, stopping to leave their blessing
the households of the neighborhood.
don’t vote for me. I am a straight Republi on
These visits were looked forward to
can and believe in organized effort, but I am with eagerness by the pious Swedes,
and it was considered an act of gross
against the proposition of one man sitting in est
discourtesy to bar the door, for
his office and naming a slate and saying it whatever reason, against a holy man.
if a family left home the
shall go through !” W ell! And so Mr. Bean Consequently
key was always put out against the ar
believes in organized effort, does he? Why rival of the priest. Meat and drink
left, and should the holy man
did not Mr. Beau say: “ I believe in organized were
stop at a vacant house he entered, re
effort when organized effort means my indi freshed himself, left his blessing in the
vidual promotion, politically and financially!” form of a candle or a bottle of holy
w ater or a bit of consecrated green and
Come, young man, you have bright parts; but passed. Thus the custom originated,
you evidently fail occasionally to reflect and, although these quaint villages
become towns and traveling
sufficiently to keep your balance-wheel in or have
priests have passed away and the in
der. You will remember that it required flux of other nations has modernized
and brought the evil of theft
considerable “organized effort” to elect you Sweden
with it, the door keys still hang out as
Burgess of Norristown and “organized evidence of trust and open doored hos
effort,” again, to secure your appointment as pitality.
A thief seldom takes down one of
Assistant District-Attorney. Of course you the keys and enters, for there Is the
about the absence of the
are in favor of that particular kind of “organ uncertainty
residents spoken of to hold him back,
ized effort,” for obvious reasons. Now then, and the knowledge th at an exposed
reflect a little more. Your superior in office, door key may merely mean that the
owner has stepped across to the store
Mr. Sheive, is serving his first term as Dis and will return any minute makes
trict-Attorney. He is as much eutitled to tampering with property risky busi
ness.
a second term as were his predecessors en These facts, together with the big
titled to succeed themselves, and much more one that Swedes are one of the most
honest people on the face of the globe,
so than the three and three -and-ahalf make
a custom safe there which would
term ers , whose cause you espoused last be a foolhardy tempting of misfortune
our “land of the free.”—Los An
fall. Charles Johnson viewed the situation m
geles Times.

on all sides and was finally forced by you and
your political partners to throw such influ
ence as he might have in favor of Mr. Sheive
(who named himself). Because you and your
friends could not coerce Mr. Sheive and his
friends to endorse your candidacy, your am
bition to ascend the ladder of fame by leaps
and bounds—over the heads of those older
and perhaps more deserving than yourself—
you now, of course, only believe in the “organ
ized effort” —plentifully bossed—that prom
ises to land you a winner. “Organized effort,”
forsooth ! Say, Republicans, what do you
think of such a situation ? A

Found an Excuse.
One Easter a Methodist minister in
the south wrote to J. Pierpont Morgan
and asked him to subscribe to the erec
tion of a new church.
“Since I am an Episcopalian,” Mr.
Morgan wrote back, “I can’t conscien
tiously join this Easter subscription to
[tbe building of a Methodist church.
¡Before erecting your new church,
though, you are going,-1 understand, to
tear the old church down. Fer that
¡purpose I gladly inclose my check for
$250.”
! To please will always be the wish of
benevolence; to be admired, the con
stant aim of ambition.—Dr. Johnson.
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CLO TH ES

Impressively Stylish. Exceptionally W ell Made
We are ready to show you some rich, nobby clothes—late effects
in a pleasing variety of fabrics.
F o r M en, Y oung M e n and Doys.
The A sso rtm e n t is at its Best.

SAM UEL D. CRAW IfORi).
Main and Cherry Streets, Norristown, Pa.

SPRING STYLES HATS

*2.1

bärgest Stock In Montgomery County to
Select Prom.

Soft Hats, 50c. to $3.00.
Stiff Hats, $1.00 to $3.00.
Our Hats are sold by all stores in this section. ASK FOR THEM. |

Tracey, : the Hatter,
38 H. Main Street, Norristown, Fa.

F O R

IS UNPROFITABLE
MONEY.
All your dollars are willing to work for
you. Every dollar you have no immediate
need of has an earning capacity.
If figuring pn investments, remember
that where one man gets rich through
hazardous investments a hundred will get
poor.
While waiting for a safe, sure invest
ment, deposit your money here. No loss
of interest if you happen to need your
money on short notice.

Penn Trnst Co.
The Company that pays 3 PER
CENT. Interest for every day
the money Is on deposit.

FRESH GOODS
—GO TO—

■ Large

ISUMMI

Odd Fellows’ Hall
Grocery.

■Lawns,

[broiderii
Pnd Gin;

Try Onr Coffees,
Canned Goods,
Dried Fruits
and Confectionery.

Daniel H. Bartman,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
Dally and Sunday Papers.

NORRISTOWN, PA.

F (ILL LINE OF
Gents' Furnishing Goods,

PER CENT. FIRST MORT
GAGE

INVESTMENT BONDS
—OF—

WINTER UNDERWEAR
For Men and Women, and Boys and Girls, at

•Ga

Wissahickon Electric Company for Sak

Mrs. Frances Barrett’s,
Ma in St ., N ea r Sta tio n ,

COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

M

GOT WALS & BEYER,
NORRISTOWN, TA-

RS. M. E. VANDERSLICE’S

E A T IN G HOUSE,
Main St., between Barber Shop and Pest Office
Oollegeville, Pa.
Meals to order; eatables furnished a t all
times. Oysters, all styles; families supplied.
Ice Cream, etc. Prices reasonable; terms cash.
Patronage solicited.
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STATE AND GENERAL NEWS.
HEADQUARTERS FOR

M e n ’s F

G oods !

u r n is h in g

WE HAVE THE LARGEST ASSORTMENT OF THE BEST GRADES OF
WEARABLE AND DEPENDABLE FURNISHING GOODS FOR
MEN AND BOYS TO BE FOUND IN NORRISTOWN.
Underwear, Hosiery, Neckwear, Neglige Shirts, Collars, Knit Jackets, or anything
I you are looking for, and all at the right prices. Any one of our thousand UMBRELLA8
I «111keep you dry in a rainstorm. COME AND INSPECT OUR STOCK.

S P R IN G O PEN IN G HARRISBURG^ LETTER
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H erm an W etzel’s Clothing"
Store.

S O M E OF THE B IL L S P A S S E D

The House o f G R EA T V A L U E S . Straigh t
forward M ethods W in Success.

We study styles and fabrics; have suits made special by
foremost manufacturers in this country. Our aim is to have the
13» W E S T M AIN S T R E E T ,
best you can buy at the price you want to pay, and we have
it.
We have the celebrated clothing of Hart, Schaffher and
NO RRISTOW N, PA.
Marx of Chicago, the Snellenburg Clothing, and from several
other first-class houses. This is the store where you get the best
value for the least money.
AGENCY FOR THE
Yours respectfully,

W M . EC. G I L B E R T ,
10*18.
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used.- Always ot uniform quality.
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Does not mutilate, but does ^ tm
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EVERY ROD OF AMERICAN FENCE GUARANTEED
BY T H E M A N U F A C T U R E R S .

Call and S ee it. Can show you how it will save you money*

IMOWREY, LATSHAW HARDW ARE COMPANY,
SFRinsrca- CITY, 3?_A
._

:s

•3 DURHAM BROS.’ STORE KT H E P L A C E T O BUY

SH O ES

We carry a large stock of first-class shoes—from 50c. lor
baby’s size to $3.50 for papa’s size. The next time you need a
pair give us a trial.

SALT-

We wholesale as well as retail salt. Dealers, we can sell
you at a lower price than you can get in Philadelphia, and you
save the freight also if able to haul from here.

Fine Salt in 31b., 51b„
FINE SALT-_ Sacks.

Oxford Ties.

effects j

OILr-

From$1.25to$3.00
FOB WOMEN at $1.50. Pat.
Colt Vici Kid and Russet Vici.
/ At $2*00, p a t. Colt Gun Metal
' a.nd Russet Vici.
At $3.50 Pat. Colt Guu Metal
aud Russia Calf.
At $3.00 Pat. Colt Vici Kid,
Russia Calf.
FOR MEN, Same Leathers, at
$3.50, $3.00, $3.25.
CHILDREN’S SHOES in all
leathers, at low prices.
Plain Shoes for plain people.
Store open Monday and Fri
day evenings.

oo. ]

H .L.N YCE

THEM.

6 E. Main Sit., Norristown.

SUMMER GOODS

re
■orr?r£e an<i weil assorted stock of choice
■SUMMER DRESS GOODS, including
■Lawns,^ Dimities, Percales, Laces, Emi~roideries, &c. Line of Muslins, Calicoes,
■and Ginghams, complete.

NATIONAL BANK

Our Store is open until 6.30 P. M. the first
four days of the week.

T W O P E R CENT* on daily balances
exceeding $200 ; subject to check.
T H R E E P E R C E N T , on all Savings
Fund Accounts of $1.00 and upwards*
Courteous and careful treatment accorded
all patrons. Your favors solicited.
OFFICERS:
A. D. FETTEROLF, P r e s id e n t .
M. B . LINDERMAN, V ic e -P r e s id e n t .
W. D. RENNINGER, C a s h ik r .
DIRECTORS;
A. D. Fetterolf,
M. B. Linderman,
H. T. Hunsicker,
B. F. Steiner,
Horace Plaoe,
A . O. Landis,
F. J. Clamer,
Dr. C. Q,. Hillegass.
Dr. E. A Krusen,
John U. Francis, Jr.
W . P. Fenton.
E. S. Moser,
I. S. Bucher,
John D. Frantz,
I. T. Haldeman.

FER T ILIZER S
MR FA R M ER :
No use trying to make farm
ing pay without first improving
the soil.

Bone Fertilizer. Poor soil
t y•

will make the farmer poor;
rich soil will make the farmer
rich.

n,

NOW is the time to start
aright for better days, big crops
and more money, by using

Trinley High - Grade
-Carpet Sweepers— Animal Bone Fertilizers.
D iffe re n t S ty le s .

Old established and reliable; on

lnriptlTSL .FURNISHING GOODS in
l»iU please Cyers “ '1 NegUge ShirtS that
ltasSaE_DE? T MADE SHOES to suit all
|styles~~Patent
Kid, an<* other

the market for more than thirty
years.

Ita l^ R O C E R Y DEPARTMENT conpndaWe stM l.reqUlred in f?ood fresh’ de_
Horse Clothing, Lap Spreads,

the money than in any other.

I »

teUiag 1^ a 11°sLe?ardWare’ Poultry Wire

f c .>

E- G. Brownback, Trappe.

'mató»

tqp r

" t I n J e n e n d o n t n in e s .

I
I

V

Friday, until 7.30 P. M.

Saturday, until 10 P. M.

Fo o ter» P r in t e « m*

y°u have anything to

advertite it in the Indevendent

D U R H A M BROS.,
5 a.

M O N T

C L A R E , IF * .A .

PAYS

No use trying to improve the
soil with any but A nim al

IQ .B T

We furnish you free a full 5 gal. pump can, on condition
that when empty you can return the can in the same condition
you received it.

BOTH ’PHONES.

H ig h -G r a d e

I

the latter size we sell at

C0LLEGEVILLE

A Very Good Assortment,

TS

I01b., 141b., 281b., 561b. and 2241b.

Salt, 561bs. and 160 lbs.
Ground Salt-_ 90c. Ground
retail.

1HE

ade

More actual plant food for
Give it a trial and be convinced.
If your dealer does not handle
it, write us giving his name and
we will see that you are sup
plied.

Write to-day.

JA C O B T R IN L E Y ,
LINFIELD, PA.

Legislature of 1907 Rapidly
Finishing Its Work.

SHRINERS DIE
IN TRAIN WRECK
Thirty-one Killed in Disaster in
Lower California.
SEVENTEEN FROM READING, PA
Santa Barbara, Cal., May 13. —
Thirty-one dead and a score Injured
tomprise the casualties of the wreck
at Honda of the Ismaella special train
of New York and Pennsylvania Nobles
of the Mystic Shrine, who were return
ing home from the annual meeting of
the Imperial Council of the Ancient
Arabic Order of the Nobles of the
Mystic Shrine at Los Angeles.
The train, carrying 145 Shriners and
friends from Ismaelia Temple, Buffalo;
Rajah Temple, Reading, Pa., and
neighboring cities, was rushing north
ward 50 miles an hour on the South
ern Pacific coast line when the
locomotive struck a defective switch
a t the sand-swept seacoast siding of
Honda, near the waters of the Pacific
ocean, along which the railroad runs
$or 100 miles north of Santa Barbara.
The locomotive turned a somersault
into the yielding sands. The cars
swirled through the air and landed on
the fiery mass of wrecked steel. The
coaches were crushed to debris and
took fire. The flames were soon ex
tinguished by uninjured persons from
the two rear coaches. The bodies of
26 victims now lie in Santa Barbara,
and five more are a t San Luis Obispo.
The injured, many, of whom are terri
bly hurt, and some of whom may die,
are in two sanitariums a t San Luis
Obispo.
The Dead.
Following is the list of the dead at
Santa Barbara:
J. Douglass Hippie, potentate Rajah
Temple; H. K. Glttelman, A. L. Roth,
C. Gilbert Steffe, Mr. an «1 Mrs. S. S.
Snyder, George Hagenman, W. Benton
Stoltz, Harrison Hendel, Mrs. William
W. Essick, Miss Nora Stoltz, Mr. and
Mrs. Thomas Brumbach, Mrs. E. Kahler, Richard Essick, Oliver F. Kauf
man and Henry Miller, all of Reading,
Pa.
Mr. and Mrs. L. N. Ellengoben, Al
lentown, Pa.
Mr. and Mrs. John W. Cutler, Bing
hamton, N. Y.
Mrs. Henry J. Fisher and Miss Cora
Young, Cleveland.
Howard Moyer, Hazleton, Pa.
A. D. Wasson, Buffalo.
Charles S. Henry, Lebanon, Pa.
Charles M. Lowing, Pullman conduce
tor, Buffalo.
C. W. Austin, New York, tourist
fllTPTlt.

The wreck occurred an hour and 4U
minutes after the conclave visitors,
forming a merry party, had left Santa
Barbara, where they had spent all the
morning sightseeing. The locomotive in
leaving the rails tore up the track,
twisting the huge steel rails Into fish
hooks. The baggage car half bruied
Itself in the sand on the right side of
the locomotive. It was s uashed almost

into kindling wood.
The. dining car, in which were 31 per
sons eating luncheon, leaped into the
air and fell directly on the demol
ished locomotive. Nearly every per
son in the dining car was instantly
killed. Scores were scalded by steam
escaping from disconnected pipes. The
rear coaches rushed on the first wreck
age, jamming it on those who might
otherwise have escaped. Several, pin
ioned in the debris, were roasted
alive.
A last call for luncheon had just
suonded only a few minutes before the
disaster.
Rajah Temple, of Reading, Pa., oc
cupied the last car on the train, and
Rajah Shriners were the last ones to
go forward to the dining car. The
car was thus filled almost entirely
with Reading people when the wreck
occurred.
An instant after the smash the in
jured jumped from the train to render
aid, but they were unable to do much
besides extinguish the fire, and they
had to await long hours before relief
arrived.
Frightened women, peering through
the windows of the undamaged sleep
ing cars, fainted when they saw the
bodies of their friends strewn along
the roadside, blood from the wounds
staining the sand drifts all about. Men
who tolled hard at the task or fescue
collapsed.
Mrs. John W. Cutler, of Bingham
ton, N. Y., was in the baggage car at
the time of the crash to rearrange her
trunk. Her body was driven through
the floor and the wrecked car had to
be jacked up before the body could be
released.
George Hagenman, of Reading, Pa.,
refused the aid of his brother nobles
after they had dragged him, fatally
hurt, from the wreck. “I am dying,”
he said; “go help the women.”
Sander Deabold, of Cleveland, work
ed heroically, but unavailingly, to save
the lives of two women pinioned be
neath. Burrowing his way down into
the smouldering, splintered wreck,
Deabold, with a hose he had wrenched
from a car, spouted water from an ad
jacent tank and extinguished the
flames. He then reached down and,
after cutting away the broken timbers
that held her feet, took Mrs. William
W. Essick, of Reading, from the ruins.
She was begging pleously for relief
when Deabold reached her. As he
lifted her from the wreckage a stream
of boiling water poured over her, and
the women passengers sought t* re
move her outer garments, but fainted
when the flesh came off with the cloth
ing. Mrs. Essick expired a few min
utes later. Deabold was unable longer
to endure the harrowing sight.
“It was the most horrible sight I
ever laid eyes on,” he said. "When
ever I touched her the prints of the
fingers remained in the almost fluid
flesh.”
A. D. Wasson ,of Buffalo, was eat
ing at a corner table, within six inches
of the hot-water tanks. When the
rescuers neared him he yelled encour
agingly. Dragged from the range ol
the scalding steam, he murmured:
“Thank God,” and died. His wife and
baby were with him, and they escaped
Injury.

Mthough All Platform Pledges Have
Not Been Kept, the Legislature Has
Done Good Work On the Whole
Some Needed Laws Enacted.
Harrisburg, Pa., May 13.—In a few
more days the legislature of 1907 will
have finished its work and adjourned
In many ways it has been the most
remarkable legislature this common
wealth ever has had. More bills of a
reform and meritorious character have
been enacted than at any former ses
sion. Although all platform pledges
have not been kept, and are not likely
to be redeemed during the remaining
few days of the session, as a whole
the legislature has done good work and
some most excellent and long needed
laws will go upon the statute books.
Probably the most significant bills
that have been passed are the trolley
freight bill and the bill making two
cents per mile the maximum fare for
railroads. Of the 1800 bills introduced
during the session none is more im
portant or will have a more general
and beneficial effect upon the whole
people. Had the legislature of 1907
done nothing more than pass these
two measures the state would have
been well repajd for the expense of the
session.
A great many bills will be dumped
overboard at the last minute. Most of
them deserve this fate. The fact is
every legislature makes the mistake of
passing too many laws. It would be a
good thing for some of the future leg
islatures to devote their time princi
pally to the repealing of a lot of worth
less acts th at are now on the statute
books.
Of course there are many people
who are disappointed that certain
measures have not been passed. Every
one of those 1800 bills had some per
son or persons back of them who were
most interested in their passage. And
it was also to be expected that all par
ty platform measures would not be en
acted. However, it is not well to be
too exacting. The legislators who were
responsible for the failure of some of
these bills to get through have not yet
wakened up to the fact that the peo
ple are taking a most lively interest in
law making and law makers at present
and either they will have to learn this
soon or take the consequences.
With the exception of reformers of
the intolerant type the people seem to
be well satisfied with what has been
accomplished, although they had rea
son to hope for more. Those respon
sible for the defeat of certain worthy
measures will have to bear the brunt
of the blame. They will have to an
swer to their constituents for their
acts and the result will be that some of
them will not be returned.
There are certain bills such as the
local option bill, the Hulings civil ser
vice bill and the various bills provid
ing for a popular vote on the United
States senatorship which were killed
and in which much public interest was
displayed. Jupt what will happen as
a result of the defeat of these meas
ures is not apparent at present, but it
is quite certain that they will be made
political issues in future, campaigns.
The fact is there was more attention
paid to these measures than to some
of the party pledge bills. The Senate
is still toying with the Dunsmore rail
road commission bill, but it will doubt
less be passed in some form or other.
It has been amended in committee to
such an extent that its author will
hardly know it and the House may not
recognize it when it goes back for con
currence in the amendments, as some
of the most drastic provisions of the
bill were stricken out, but still it is a
fairly good bill and provides for three
fat berths, instead of six, at $8000 per
berth, so th at it may satisfy some peo
ple after all.
The bill fixing the pay of assessors
at $3 per day has been killed. The
legislature also has killed the bills
providing for moneys to be paid to
county fairs. The bill providing that
county commissioners may pay $200,0
annually to the incorporated Agricul
ture Fair Association was defeated in
the House by reason of its not having
the required two-thirds vote, although
there were 117 votes in favor of the
passage of the bill and only seven
against i t Quite a lot of the mem
bers were afraid to go on record one
way or another.
How Appropriation Bills Are Passed.
Speaking of bills appropriating
money it was really marvelous to see
how the millions of dollars of the
state’s funds were voted away by the
House. There were a great many ap
propriation measures to be disposed of
and it was rather monotonous work es
pecially in view of fact that they had
been thoroughly discussed in commit
tee. The clerks and officers of the
House took advantage of the situation
and rushed the bills through at break
neck speed. The reading clerk read
off the names of the members in call
ing the roll at the rate of 207 to the
minute. No one could understand him
and few members attempted to answer
to their names and yet anywhere from
160 to 190 would be recorded as hav
ing voted for the measure.
A bill that has been passed by the
house and is now in the senate is at
tracting the attention of a good many
people. It allows brewers and liquor
manufacturers to finance saloon and
hotel enterprises. It was introduced
la the house by Representative Sulli
van, of Westmoreland, and its purport

reany did not become known until al
ter it had' passed finally. At one time
it was quite a common practice for
brewing companies to set up saloon
keepers in business. The brewers
would naturally profit by the sale of
their products, and it amounted to
about the same thing as allowing the
breweries to sell their p-#ducts a t re
tail. However, county courts through
out the state have shut down on this
way of doing by refusing licenses to
saloons that are backed by brewing
companies. The Sullivan bill author
izes manufacturing companies to lend
money from their surplus funds to
dealers in their products. This, it ia
calculated, would open up the way for
the resumption of the old practice.
Many amendments have been made
to the trolley eminent domain bill by
the senate, but it will go through in
some form or other. This measure was
promised by the party platforms and
will go a long distance toward promot
ing trolley interests throughout the
state. It ia' a good bill and it will go
through in spite of the most strenuous
opposition from the railroads.
Liability Bill Causing Trouble.
The Casey employers’ liability bill,
now in the sena.te, is causing a great
deal of trouble. It Is regarded by em
ployers generally as too drastic and
will put responsibilities upon them
which they have no right to bear. It
is fathered by the labor interests, ahd
the labor members of the legislature
have made a great fight for its pas
sage. It is a platform measure, and
the governor will sign it when it
reaches him. There is no question
about that, no matter what the opposi
tion to it may be.
Two bills calculated to Improve the
health of the people of the state are
now In the hands of the governor. One
Is the Hitchcock bill establishing one
or more free state consumptive camps.
The other is the Lutz bill providing for
a system of free meat inspection. The
Hitchcock bill is a Republican plat
form pledge. It carries with it an ap
propriation of $600,000 to be devoted
to the acquisition of property and the
erection of buildings Under the super
vision of the state department of
health.
The McLane bill appropriating $3,000,000 for the Improvement of the
roads passed the senate practically in
the same shape that It came from the
house, and it now goes to the gov
ernor. The $3,000,000 Is to go to the
townships direct, each one to get half
as much from the state as It raises in
actual cash road tax, with the maxi
mum state contribution fixed at $20
per mile.
Bills Passed Finally.
Among the bills passed finally by
both houses during the last days of
the session and are now In the hands
of the governor are the following:
Providing for the merger and con
solidation of ship canal companies in
Pennsylvania with similar corporations
in other states.
Concerning Hens of manufacturers
and throwsters of cotton, woollen and
silk goods.
Providing for more rigid inspection
in factories where children are em
ployed.
Providing for an equitable reduction
of assessments on corner lots peculiar
in shape from municipal improvements
in cities of the third class.
Prohibiting the solemnization of
marriages upon the authority of li
censes issued more than 30 days prior
to such solemnization, providing that
no marriage license shall be issued un
less the applicants shall first make
statements setting forth information
relative to the parties of the proposed
marriages, and requiring this informa
tion to be certified to the department
of health.
Abolishing the office of tax collector
in townships of the first class and pro
viding that in such townships all taxes
shall be collected by the treasurer.
Validating the incurring of debt or
increase of indebtedness of townships
of the second class by the supervisors
for road improvements.
Providing for the method of installa
tion of sewerage systems in boroughs
by the department of health.
Enabling mining and trading com
panies to wind up their affairs after
the expiration of their charters.
Allowing the admission to schools
of pupils whose physical condition
makes vaccination dangerous to health.
Enlarging the rights and remedies of
married women in case of desertion or
non-support by husbands.
Regulating the compensation of
sheriffs for boarding prisoners in jails
in counties whose population does not
exceed 50,000.
Authorizing the publication annually
of 5000 additional copies of the report
of the superintendent of public instruc
tion and 15,000 copies biennially of
school laws and decisions.
Making the removing, obliterating
or destroying of tickets, cards, etc.,
used to indicate or identify persons
loading coal in cars from mine cars a
misdemeanor.
Authorizing employers to pay to the
wife, children, brother or sister, father
or mother, boarding house keeper, un
dertaker, nurse or physician wages due
a deceased employe.
Authorizing the board of public char
ities to appoint two assistant general
agents.
Regulating the sale of wheat, rye,
corn, buckwheat, bran and middlings.
Enabling commissioners of town
ships of the first class to establish
boards of health.
Exempting historical buildings from
the power of eminent domain.
Authorizing boroughs to erect and
maintain garbage furnaces.
Making it willful desertion to aban
don a child under 16 years of age.
Empowering boroughs to pass ordi
nances to regulate and prevent the
erection of wooden bridges within their
limits.
BAN O. BARTON.
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FARM AND GARDEN.
Whitpain Township, at the public house of
J os. K Shoemaker, Centre Square, Friday.
June 7, from 12.30 to 2 p. m.
Schwenksville Borough, at the public house of
How to Circumvent the Chief Enemy John
U. Hendricks, Monday, June 10, from 10
to 11.30 a. m.
of the Grower.
Perkiomen Township, at the public house of
In raising muskmelons I fit my soil George Dunn,- Gratersford, Monday, June 10,
the same as for com, marking off ther from 1 to 2.30 p. m.
Collegeville Borough, at the Fire Hall, Col
same, and plant my melon seed in every lege
ville Monday, June 10, from 3.30 to 5 30 p.m.
Roy-ersford Borough, Second and Fourth
other check, thus leaving the hills in
wards, at the public house of Morris A. Freed,
squares. After ground is fitted I plant Tuesday, June 11, from 8.30 to 11 a. m.
Royersford Borough, First and Third wards,
at the public house of Washington L. Rowland,
Tuesday, June 11, from 12.30 to 2.30 p. in
Limerick Township, Third District, at the
public house of A. Mauck, Llnfield, Tuesday,
June 11,/from 3 to 4.46 p. m.
Trappe Borough and Upper Providence Town
ship (Trappe and Mingo Districts), at the pub
lic house of J aoob H . Kern, Trappe, Wednesday,
J une 12, from 7.80 to 9.80 a. m.
Limerick Township, First qnd Second Dis
tricts, at the public house of M. s. Longaker,
Limerick Centre, Wednesday, June 12, from
10.30a. m. to 1.30 p. m.
Cheltenham Township, Upper East and Lower
East Districts, at the public house of Alfred
Tyson, Ogontz, Monday, June 17, from 9 a. m.
to 2 p. m.
Rockledge and Abington Township, Lower
and Fourth Districts, at the office of Harry
Goebel, Rockledge, Monday, June 17, from 3 to
5 p. m.
Jenkintown Borough, First and Second
wards, at the public house of John Blum, Tues
day, June 18, from 7 a. m. to 2 p. m.
whitemarsh Township, East District, at the
public house of Wm. P. Green, Port Side Hotel,
THE MONTREAL MUSKMELON.
Wednesday, June 19, from 10 to 11.30 a. m.
Springfield Township, at the public house of
squash seed ju st to one side of where Edward McCloskey, Flourtown, Wednesday,
melons are to be planted and do not June 19, from 12.80 to 3.80 p. m.
Ambler Borough, at the public house of Irwin
plant the latter until squashes are well H. Blackburn Ambler Hotel, Thursday, June
20, from 8 to 10 a. m.
up.
Dublin Township, at the public house
The idea in planting squashes is ob ofUpper
Irvin F. Rotzel, Jarrettown, Thursday, June
vious. The chief pest of the melon 20, from 11.30 a. m. to 1 30 p. m.
Gwynedd Township, Lower, at the public
raiser is the little striped bug better house
of Carl K. Kneubler, Spring House,
Thursday,
J une 20, from 2.80 to 4.30 p. m.
known as the cucumber bug. As the
Gwypedd Township, Upper, at the public
squash plant is more hardy than the house'of Arnold Becker, Kneedler’s, Friday,
young melon plant I use it as a trap July 6, from 9 to 10.30 a. m.
North Waies Borough, at the public house of
for the bugs, as they seem to like it ! William
H. Blank, Main Street Hotel, Friday,
!
J
uly
5, from 11 a. m. to 4 p. m
fully as well as the melon. On it they
Narberth Borough, at the Fire House, Narseem to thrive and breed. By the time bertb, Monday, July 8, from 9.30 to 10.30 a. m.
Lower Merion Township, North Ardmore,
the melons are up the bugs have per
South Ardmore, Haverford and West Ardmore
formed their work and disappeared.
Districts, at the public bouse of John Grady,
My rule is to plant corn first, and Ardmore, Monday, July 8, from 11.30 a. m. to
p .m .
then make the major part of the garden, 1.30
Lower Merion Township, Bryn Mawr and
Including the melon planting, says a Rosemont Districts, at the office of Milton R.
Bryn Mawr, Monday, July 8, from; 2.30
Michigan farmer in American Agricul Yerkes,
to 4 p. m.
Lower Merion Township, Upper District, at
turist. I sometimes use the hotbed for
at the public house of Thomas H. Haley,
starting my melon plants, planting seed Merion
Square, Tuesday, July 9, from 9 to 10
in inverted sods cut in squares about a. m.
Lower
Township, Lower and Bala
3 by 3 inches, and when plants are Districts, Merion
at the public house of Edward Odell,
grown to the proper size, say two or Gen. Wayne Hotel, Tuesday, July 9, from 11 a.
to 12.30 p. m.
three rough leaves each, I lift them m.Lower
Merion, East District, at the Pencoyd
carefully, placing the sod on trays, Postoffice, Tuesday, July 9, from 1.30 to 2.30 p.m.
Horsham
Township, at the public house of J .
and set them, sod and all, in the per K Hallo well,
Thursday, July 11, from 9 to 11
manent hill. I w ant at least eight good a. m.
Moreland
Township,
District, at the
plants to each hill, as some are sure to public house of FrankLower
Shuck, Sorrel Horse
Hotel,
Thursday,
J
uly
11.
from
12
30 to 2 30 p. m.
die. As they grow the weaker ones are
Borough, at the public house of Cyrus
taken out until but three or four are C.Hatboro
Moore, Hatboro, Thursday, July 11, from 3 to
left, which is an abundance. After 6 p. m.
Moreland Township, Upper District, at the
plants are well on their way the public
house of Charles F. Ehrenfort, Willow
Grove, Friday, July 12, from 7 to 9 a. m.
squashes are removed.
Abington Township, Abington and Weldon
The Montreal muskmelon satisfies. Districts, at the public eouse of Daniel Man
ning, Weldon, Friday, July 12, from 9.30 to 11.30
First, it is a model of beauty, being a.
m.
almost spherical in form; second, its
Cheltenham Township, West, First, Second
deep, dense netting gives protection in and Third Districts, at the public house of Han
nah E. Clayton, Edge Hill, Friday, July 12,
transit; third, its size runs usually very from
1 to 3 p. m,
Lower Salford Township, West District, at
even, averaging in diameter from five
the
public
house of Harry Pluck, Lederachville,
to six inches, thus making two even Monday, July
15, from 8.30to 11 a. in.
Lower Salford Township, East District, at the
standard grades; fourth, the quality is
public
house
of
A. fc. Kline, Harleysville, Mon
good; fifth, it is productive to a fault day, July 15, from
12.30 to 4.30 p. m.
skippack
Township,
at the public house of
when conditions are right, which means
Henry
H.
Wolf,
Skippack,
Tuesday, July 16,
good soil, good culture and agreeable from 9 to 11 a. m.
Towamenciu Township, at the public house of
weather. I have' never raised more
C. Bean, Kulpsville, Tuesday, July 16, from 1
than one-fourth acre of the Montreal S.
to 4 p. m.
Franconia
Township, West District, at the
at a time, and th at season I picked
public house of Harry B. Keller, Franconia
2,832 melons, nearly all marketable Square,
Wednesday, July 17, from 7 to 12 a. m.
Franconia Township. East District, at the
specimens, from this patch. This is
public house of JacobM. Kuhn, Reliance, Wed
the best I ever did.
nesday, July 17, from 1.30 to 8.30 p. m.
Salford Township, at the public house of
The hills were planted 5% by 5% feet,
Daniel M. Kober, Tylersport, Thursday, July
thus giving me 354 hills, which aver 18,
from 9 to 11 a. m.
aged eight nice melons each.
West Telford Borough, at the public houso of
John M Kuhn, Thursday, July 18, from 1 to 3
p. m.
Souderton Borough, at the public house of
Black Rot In Tomatoes.
William H. Freed, Friday, July 19, from 9 a .m .
Black rot is often very troublesome to
3 p.m .
in our early tomatoes. A Georgia
Lansdale Borough, South ward, at the public
of Harry B. Krause, Monday, July 22,
farmer says his early tomatoes brought house
from 10 a. m. to 2 p. m.
$6 a bushel last season, but most »f
Lansdale Borough, East ward, at the public
of Edward J. Dredge Tuesday, July 23,
his first crop was unmarketable on house
from 10 a. m. to 2 p. m.
account of black rot spots.
Lansdale Borough, West ward, at the public
house of Robert C. Lownes, Wednesday, July
We have not yet learned how to con 24,
from 10a. m. to 2 p. m.
quer this disease. Possibly we may
Upper Providence, Lower District, at Provi
dence
check.it somewhat by frequent spray a. m. Hall, Thursday, July 26, from 8.30 to 10.30
ing with bordeaux mixture, but our
Hatfield Township and Hatfield Borough, at
public house of Chester Knipe, Hatfield,
main reliance must be found in allow the
Friday, July 26, from 7 to 12 a. m.
ing free circulation of air around the
Montgomery Township, at the public bouse of
Harry Werkheiser, Montgamery ville, Friday,
plant by supporting the vines in such July
26, from 1.30 to 3 p. m.
a way as to hold the fruit up from the
Pottstown Borough, West ward, at tho public
of W. R. Shuler, Tuesday, July 30, from
ground. Last season our tomatoes house
10 a. m. to 4 p. m.
were free from rot or nearly so.—T. G.
West Pottsgrove Township, at the public
house of Joseph M. Selinger, Bramcote, Wed
In Farm and Fireside.
nesday, July 81, from 8 to 9.30 a. m.
Pottstown Borough, Second and Third wards,
at the public house of Harry Gilbert, Wednes
Horseradish In the Garden.
day, July 31, from 10.30 a. m. to 4.30 p. m.
Horseradish should be grown in the
Lower Pottsgrove Township, at the public
garden, where you can get nice large, house of Geo. B Levengood, Pleasant View
Hotel, Thursday, August 1, from 8 to 10 a. m.
smooth roots, and not in the back yard
Pottstown Borough, Sixth and Seventh wards,
or chip yard, where you will secure at the public house of Maurice Gilbert, Thurs
day,
August 1, from 11 a. m . to 4 p. m.
nothing but slender, sprangly ones.
Pottstown Borough, Fourth ana Fifth wards,
at the public house of Harry H. Smith, Tues
day, August 6, from 10.80 a. m. to 3.30 p. m.
The Mealy W heat.
Upper Pottsgrove Township, at the public
of Samuel Geiger, Half Way House
From experience and rather wide ob house
Hotel, Wednesday, August 7, from 8to9 a. m.
servation, a writer in an exchange
Pottstown Borough, Eighth and Tenth wards,
the public house of Jacob H. Brendlinger,
thinks it may be affirmed that the at
Wednesday, August 7, from 10 a. m. to 4 p. m.
much praised mealy wheat is likely to
Pottstown Borough, Ninth ward, at the pub
bouse of Nathan S. Hartenstine, York St.
succeed on sandy clay or loam soil of lic
Hotel, Thursday, August 8, from 8 a. m. to 1
some elevation, but that on bottom p. m.
Upper Salford Township, a t the public-house
land and rich black loams some more
of S. N. Smith, Woxall, Tuesday, August 13,
universally acclimated variety is more frnm 8.30 to 11 a. m.
Marlboro Township, at the public house of
likely to prove a success.
Samuel Barndt, -umneytown, Tuesday, August
13, from 11.46 a. m. to 3.15 p. m.
Greenlane Borough, at the public house of
o t ic e t o t a x p a y e r s .
Quintus M. Kline, Tuesday, August 13, from 4
County Taxes.
to 6.30 p. m.
New Hanover Township, East District, at the
I d pursuance to an act of Assembly approved
March 17, 1868, and supplementary acts thereto, public house of Alfred H. B. Fox, Pleasant Run,
the Treasurer of Montgomery County will meet Wednesday, August 14, from 7 to 8.30 a. m.
Upper Hanover Township, Second District, at
the taxpayers of said county a t the following
named places and time for the purpose of re the public house of Jonas Haring, Harlngs.
Wednesday,
August 14, from 9.30 to 11.30 a. m.
ceiving the County, State and Dog Taxes for
Red Hill Borough, at the public house of G.
the year 1907, assessed in their respective dis
M.
Inhoff,
Red
Hill, Wednesday, August 14,
tricts, vis:
l to 2.30 p m.
Norristown Borough, First, Second, Third, from
Pennshurg
Borough
and Upper Hanover, First
Fourth, Fifth, Sixth, Seventh, Eighth, Ninth,
at the public house of Chas. A, Kneule,
and Tenth wards, at the County Treasurer’s District,
Wednesday,
August
14,
from 3 to 6 p. m.
Office, Saturday, June 1, from 8 a. m. to 12 m.
East Greenville Borough and Upper Hanover
Bridgeport Borough, First, Second and Third Township,
Third
District,
at the public house of
wards, and Norriton Township, at County Harvey E. Werley, East Greenville,
Thursday,
Treasurer’s Office, Saturday, June 1, from 8 a. August
15,
from
7
a.
m.
to
3 p. m.
m. to 12 m.
Douglass
Township,
East
District,
at
the pub
Upper Merlon Township, at the public house
house of James Rinker, Congo, Tuesday,
of Fred. W. Focht, King of Prussia, Saturday, lic
August
20,
from
9.30
a.
m.
to
1
p.
m.
June 1, from 9~to 10 o’clock a. m.
Douglass Township, West District, at the pub
West Conshohocken Borough, at the public
house of H .G . Snaner, Gilbertsville, Tues
house of James L. Bradley, Tuesday, June 4, lic
day, August 20, from 2 to 4 p. m.
from 9.16 to 11.45 a. m.
New
Hanover Township, West District, at the
Conshohocken Borough, First ward, at the
house of Jeremiah G. Rhoads, Swamp,
public house of C. Boylan, Montgomery Hotel, public
Wednesday,
August 21, from 6 to 10 a. m.
Tuesday, June 4, from 12 30 to 2.16 p . m .
Frederick Township, West District, at the
Conshohocken Borough, Second ward, at the
ublic
house
of H. Walter Williams, Green Tree
public house of Mayall May, St. Clair Hotel, Stotel, Wednesday,
August 21, from 11 a. m. to
Tuesday, June 4, from 2.30 to 4 p. m.
2
p.m
.
...
Conshohocken Borough, Fourth ward, at the
Township, East District, at the pub
public house of William E. Toner, Seventh Ave. licFrederick
house
of
Samuel
H
Huges,
Z i e g l e r s ville,
Hotel, Wednesday, June 5, from 8 to 10 a. m.
August 21, from 3.30 to 4.30 p. m.
Conshohocken Borough, Fifth ward, at the Wednesday,
Taxes *ill be received at the County Treas
store of Margaret Jones, Eighth Ave. and Hal- urer’s
Office,
Norristown, from June 1 to Sep
lowell street, Wednesday, June 5, from 10 30 a. tember 16, from
8.30 a. m. to 12 m. and from 1 to
m. to 12.30 p . m.
3
p.m
.
Conshohocken Borough, Third ward, at the
Correspondence
receive attention must be
public house of Daniel F. Coyle, Ward House acGompamied with to
postage for reply and in all
Hotel, Wednesday, June 5, from 1.30 to 3 p. m. cases location of property,
whether in Township
Lower Providence Township, a t the public
Borough, must be definitely given.
house of Calvin D. Gross, Eagle ville, Thursday, orInquiries
relative
to
taxes
received after Sep
J une 6, from 8.30 to 9.30 a. m.
10 will not be answered.
White marsh Township, Middle and West Dis tember
Taxes
not
paid
to
the
County
on or
tricts, at the public house of Frank Lukens, before September 15, 1907, will beTreasurer
given into the
Barren Hill, Thursday, J une 6, from 10.46 to hands of a collector, when § p *r
cent,
will
be
11.46 a. m.
Plymouth Township, East and West Districts, added for collection as per Act of Assembly.
at the public house of Jos. M. Green, HickoryHENRY B. FREED,
town, Thursday} June 6, from 1 to 2 p. m.
Treasurer of Montgomery County, PaWorcester Township, a t the public house of
Sylvester L. Bean, Centre Point, Friday, June County Treasurer’s Office, Norristown, Pa.,
April 1,1907.
7, from 10 to 11,30 a. m.

THE

IW M S W P gN
SPRAY OUTFITS.
For Small Operations Managed by One
or Two Persons.
B y M. B. W AITS, bureau of pit a t in
dustry.

The knapsack spray outfit consists of
a tank which may be strapped to the
operator’s back like a knapsack, as
shown in the cut. This contains a
small pump, which may be operated
with one hand while the nozzle or ex
tension rod is held in the other. It is
used on vineyards situated where a
horse cannot go and in thickly planted

ini
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T H E K N A PSA C K SPR A Y ER .

(Method of applying underspray is here
shown. The handles can be removed
from this pump and the tank carried in
the hand instead of on the back, if de
sired.]
or low growing crops. The end of the
hose should be attached to extension
rods of suitable length for the work of
underspraying. With the .knapsack
sprayer it is desirable to have a short
rod—sixteen or eighteen inches long is
sufficient. It should be light and of
brass. For certain work it is desirable
to have a three foot rod. As a rule
the low pressure obtained by the knap
sack pump results in an inferior ]ob of,
spraying, though with a strictly first
class vermorel nozzle this is not neces
sarily so.
Bucket Pumps.
It is possible to apply small quanti
ties of spray on a few plants—in a
small garden, for instance—with a gar
den syringe. Most of these syringes,
however, do not give a sufficiently fine
spray to be satisfactory. These ex
pedients, however, are now supplant
ed by the bucket
pump, w h i c h
m e e t s the re
q u i r e m e n t s of
the garden and
other small oper
ations. S e v e r a l
different forms
are on the mar
ket, made by
different manu
f a c t u r e r s , and
some of them
a re very effi
cient. In a few.
cases
these
pumps are supBAND B U C K E T P U M P . p l i e d a l r e a d y
fA longer hose than mounted in a
that shown Is needed galvanized iron
for convenient using.] f
.
J bucket, but usu
ally the pump is inserted into a wood
en bucket containing the spray, as
here shown. To do good work the
bucket pump is usually more easily
operated by two persons than by one.
With the bucket pump good pressure
can be secured, and If suitable hose
and nozzles are used results entirely
satisfactory are possible.
The Elberta Peach.
The reason why the Elberta peach is
planted more, than all others is about
the same reason why Baldwin and
Ben Davis apples, Concord grapes and
B artlett pears are more generally
planted than most all others. The
tree is vigorous and hardy, thrives on
about every variety of soil; fruit buds
are a little more hardy than the aver
age. It is an early and profuse bearer,
and, whether the fruit be thinned or
not, it is always of large size. I t is of
bright yellow, with red on the sunny
side, which makes it always attractive
in appearance. It has a thick, tough
skin and is a long keeper, and, as the
majority of the buyers never ask what
is under the skin of a fruit, it is a good
seller, but is not a peach th at people
who appreciate high quality or are
catering for the best m arkets for table
fruit think of planting.—J. H. Hale in
Rural New Yorker.
When to Prune Blackberries.
As a rule, blackberries should not be
pruned until they come into flower for
the reason that their fruit buds are
often toward the ends of the canes and
if pruning is done very early they may
be all cut off. In the case of the El
dorado and Rathburn blackberries, as
with other kinds, they should be prun
ed when in flower, and then allow only
enough flowers to remain to produce a
reasonable crop. In some sections or
with some kinds this might medn cut
ting off as much as half the flowers,, in
others removing more.—S. B. Green In
Farm and Fireside. *
For Strawberry Leaf Blight.
For strawberry leaf blight spray
with standard bordeaux mixture every
two weeks during the season, begin
ning after the crop is harvested. Four
to six applications are required.
Crooked Trees.
Staking and tying in a judicious man
ner will often straighten crooked trees

N

MUSKMELON.

YOUNG M EN ’S C L O T H E S
Down They G o — 50 of Our Fine
$15 H an d -m ad e S u it s for $IO.
We’re going to start fifty young men talking about
Weitzenkern’s Clothing. They will tell their friends,
their friends will tell their friends, and so on. It’s simply
this suit sale means selling on a close margin, the greatest
returns for us will be the advertisement. Don’t miss see
ing these values smart, snappy, rattling select styles ofJ]
fancy Club Check Worsteds and file-weave True Blue |tfj
Serges tailored by hand so they’ll hold their shape. Coats, X
single or double-breasted styles, lined with Silk Mohair. J
Sizes 32 to 38 breast.
uj

Hand-Tailored Perfect Fitting Suits at
$12, $15, $18, $20, $22.50, $25.
B ros
FineC lothasM aK ers
Baltimore
/Vew YorH

sch lo ss

Suits for X Size,

B O Y S ’ S U IT S .

8
It!

- Stout and Slim Men.

Manufacturers’ Samples at Reduced Prices.

To-day you’ll be able to choose a great bargain from among these Manufacturers’ Suit Samples
Materials of Fancy Cheviots, Worsteds and True Blue Serges. Pants are lin ed ; Coats doublebreasted and Norfolk styles. Sizes from 7 to 17 years. They are New Spring Styles, and the best
B oys’ Suit Values you’ll get in a long while.
$10 SUITS, now $7.50

$6.50 SUITS, now $5.00.
$$.50 SUITS, now $6.50.
$5.00 SUITS, two pairs pants, $3.85.
Cute Little Wash Suits Reasonable.

P o ttsto w n ,
The New and Greater Store.
$ $ $ $ $

CLOVER SEED
GARDEN AND

FIELD SEED
- Atlas Ready-Mixed Paint -

That Fit tbe Feet
AT WEITZENKORN’S.
The footwear of to-day is fashioned^
for ease and comfort as well as fori
style, elegance, and wear.

POULTRY WIRE
Our Shoes and Oxfords cover all
these points.
FENCE WIRE

P lo w C a s t in g s

It is acknowledged by everybody that we
carry the largest stock and more stylish to
select from than any two of our competitors.-

Garden T o o ls

W earin g Q ualities
at Low Prices.

TheN.EBenjammCo.

Ladies’ extra fine Sunday Shoes and
Oxfords, $1.25 and $1.50, in vici Kid and
Patent Colt Skin.
Jobbers and Retailers of HARDWARE,
The largest assortment of Ladies’ $2.00
Shoes and Oxfords in Pottstown. All
styles.
PAINTS, TOOLS. ETC.,
Children’s fine Sunday Shoes in Patent
Leather and Vici Kid, 75c., $1.90, $1.25.
Children’s Russet Shoes, all new styles,
$1.00 and $1.25.

N o. 2 0 5 Bridge St.,
P H 4 E S I I V I U .E , P A .

J. P. STETLER, Manager.

- FURNITURE -

IMPORTANT: We Give Coupons, Good for Silverware.;
W

When you have occasion to introduce
any Plumbing Fixtures, or to have your.j
home heated with steam or hot water, you
want only the most skillful njechanics to
plan and execute the work.

Before making your choice, it will be to
your advantage to call and examine stock
and secure prices at

A FULL LINE of all grades of

Furniture and Housefurn
ishing Goods in Stock.
Carpets, Mattings, Oil Cloths and Lin
oleums.
Picture Frames made to order.
Carpets cleaned and relayed.
Repairing and upholstering attended to
promptly.

141 High St

“It’s J u st Like This!"

Tbe first thing to decide, is :
“Where will I purchase ?”

Where it is always a pleasure to SHOW
GOODS.

E I T Z E U Z : O R 3 s r 7S

Pottstown’s Leading Shoe Store.

8PRING IS COMING—THE TIME FOR
MAKING CHANGES IN YOUR
HOU8EFURNISHING8.

The Collegeville Furniture Store

Children’s Colt Skin Oxfords, 75c., $1.00
and $1.25.
Boys’ and Youths’ fine Sunday Shoes, j
$1.25, $1.50 and $2.00, in all leathers.
Men’s Vici Kid and Colt Skin Shoes and
Oxfords, $2.00.
The largest assortment Of Men’s, Boys’j
and Little Boys’ Patent Leather Shoes |
and Oxfords in town, in all new styles, i

“ It’s Just Like T his!”
Plumbing Fixtures, or a Heating
Apparatus, are not put in for a day. Under
proper conditions they last for generations.

“ It’s Just Like This P
We are prepared to submit plans and install the latest stylQ
Plumbing Fixtures, or the most efficient Steam or Hot Watet j
Heating Apparatus, at the lowest price consistent with goo®
material and workmanship.

“ It’s Just Like T hisP
When you find it necessary to have any repairs made, send
us your orders. We will not keep you waiting, nor will we pu^
you to any avoidable inconvenience.

GEO. F. CLAMER,
2- 1 2 .

C O L L E G E V IL L E

m FURNISHING ■

Marble and Grande Works,

Undertaker Embalmer

H. L. SAYLOR, Prop.

Orders entrusted to my charge -will receive
All kinds of Cemetery Work in Plain
the most careful and painstaking attention.

John L. Bechtel,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
’Phokx No. 18.

and Artistic Designs. All Work guar
anteed. Estimates furnished.

Main St. Collegeville.

COLLEGEVILLE, PA>

